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The Class and Nachod Brewery is situated at the northeast corner of N. 101h Street and W.
Montgomery Avenue in North Philadelphia. An elevated rail line borders the property to the
east, and the vacant, unrelated N. Snellenburg Company Department Store Warehouse stands
to the north. The resource is comprised of six interconnected sections that historically served
as: the Brewery, Cooper Shop, Engine Room, Boiler House, Stable and Garage, and Bottling
House. Erected in 1911, the Brewery section is a 5-story Beaux Arts style reinforced concrete
building clad in red brick. The other sections were built the following year as two and three
story additions; they implement the primary materials established on the Brewery section, but
are much more restrained in ornamentation. The Class and Nachod Brewery is arranged in a
U-shaped plan positioned around a brick paved courtyard that is open along N. 10th Street.
With the exception of the windows on the small additions, which were replaced c. 1985, the
original features of the Class and Nachod Brewery remain essentially intact and in excellent
condition. Thus the building maintains its capacity to reflect its historic function and retains
integrity.
BREWERY
Constructed in 1911, the Brewery section is located on the southern half of the site, with
10th
primary elevations along W. Montgomery Avenue and N.
Street. This five-story Beaux Arts
style red brick building is organized into three bays on the west elevation and twelve bays on
the south elevation. The southwest corner of the building is rounded and contains the main
public entrance, which is currently boarded-up. That entrance is heavily ornamented with a
terra cotta arched surround with molded keystone, flanked by fluted pilasters with Corinthian
capitals. A curved entablature with scroll and floral cresting tops the entrance and contains the
words, "Atlantic Terminal & Warehouse," signage added c. 1942 for the subsequent occupant.
A rough-faced, molded reinforced concrete watertable adorns the west and south elevations. A
combination of molded rough-faced reinforced concrete voussoirs and lintels top the window
openings. The sills, also of reinforced concrete, are smooth faced. The second story sills
continue across both primary elevations as a belt course. A second belt course is located
above the fourth story windows. Both squared and arched window openings provide
fenestration on the two street elevations. Currently, all window openings on these elevations
are boarded-up on the exterior. Most window sash survive behind the boarding and are a
combination of 6/6 wood double-hung sash and paired 4/4 wood double-hung units with arched
4-light transoms above each sash. A two-story copper clad oriel projects from the east end of
the south façade at the second story. The windows have been removed. Crowning the two
street elevations is a corbelled cornice. The treatment of the cornice at the eastern end of the
south façade differs from the remainder of the elevation. The eastern section contains stepped
parapet sections in an apparent exaggerated attempt at crenellation. A datestone reading
"1911" is set within the center parapet and a larger "Class and Nachod" signboard is located
beneath the 5th story windows.
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The east elevation, facing the elevated rail line, is three bays wide and mirrors the form and
details of the east end of the south elevation in terms of fenestration and cornice details. The
corners of this elevation are marked by concrete spheres that top the end parapets. An ironframed train shed that survives in ruinous condition is located at the second story height.
The north elevation, facing the courtyard, is secondary in design and details. The eastern end,
comprised of three bays, is nearly identical to the east elevation, with window openings only at
41h and 51h stories. The remainder of the north elevation is organized into five bays. The
the
easternmost bay contains wide paneled metal hoisting doors. The four bays to the west of the
hoisting doors contain 2/2 wood double-hung sash set in segmental arched openings. Paired
6-light casement units are located on the interior side of all 2/2 windows, serving as an interior
storm system. There is currently only one window beneath the third story, although evidence in
the brickwork suggests that originally the lower stories were fenestrated as well. Portions of the
brick on this elevation have been painted. Several former window and door openings were
infilled in concrete block, sometime around 1985. A metal shed serves as a canopy at the first
story at the location of a concrete loading platform. Abutting this shed, to the west, is a onestory, one-bay gable roofed extension. An entrance is located on the north elevation and
contains a modern metal single-leaf door.
The interior of the Brewery is organized into two sections (consistent with the design differences
on the exterior), with a small three-bay east section, and a larger west section. A brick wall with
sliding iron door, divides the sections on each floor. Both the east and west sections contain
reinforced concrete floors and ceilings, with exposed reinforced concrete beams and squared
reinforced concrete columns on each floor. The walls in the east section are painted brick. In
the west section, the walls are brick covered with insulation and parging that seemingly dates
from the brewery occupation (1911-1941). Two sets of parallel tracks are embedded within the
reinforced concrete floor and run east-west through the west section, likely originally used for
push carts. A small room, enclosed by 2' thick reinforced concrete walls, is located along the
north wall of the west section. This originally served as the malt mill according to Sanborn
maps.
Access to the interior of the Brewery is provided through entrances at the southwest corner and
on the north elevation. At the southwest corner, the primary entrance leads to an office area
that is finished with unornamented plaster walls and ceiling, with beaded board paneling
beneath the windows on the west wall. The doors along the loading dock on the north elevation
lead to a small entrance area with a blue-glazed brick floor.
An open metal stair with metal pipe rail provides access from floor to floor in the east section of
the Brewery. A single freight elevator with utilitarian style door is located adjacent to the stair.
In the west section, a freestanding metal spiral stair extends to each floor.
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The most ornate feature of the building, the oriel, is located in the east section of the main
Brewery, at the second floor. The oriel is two stories in height, but is located exclusively on the
second floor of the brewery. Shadow lines on the wall indicate the presence of a former
mezzanine that would have provided access to the upper story of the oriel. That mezzanine
was probably removed after the brewery's closure in 1941, and as a result, the upper story of
the oriel is currently not accessible. Original interior wooden features and trim survive intact
including a half-glazed, paneled wood door, flanked by 1/1 interior double-hung wood sash
above beaded board bases on each level and original interior wood window trim. The
remainder of the windows in the building contain window sills only with no trim.

BREWERY BUILDING ADDITIONS
Cooper Shop/Engine Room/Boiler House
The red brick, Cooper Shop, Engine Room, and Boiler House directly abut the Brewery to the
north and are accessed from within the open courtyard area. These three interconnected
sections are two stories in height and were erected in 1912, a year after the Brewery. There is
no clear demarcation of the various sections evident on the exterior. Interior partition walls
serve as evidence of the independent historic functions that occurred in each section. Wide
door openings in the partition walls provide access from section to section and to the adjacent
Brewery and Garage/Stable.
The main, west elevation, is organized into seven bays comprising the original Cooper Shop
and Engine House. The Boiler House is located in the northeast corner, to the north of the
Engine House and east of the Stable/Garage, and hence there is no south or west elevation.
Access is gained along the west elevation through a c. 1985 metal roll-down garage door and
through a pedestrian entrance with c. 1985 single-leaf flush metal door. Fenestration is
provided by a combination of c. 1985 aluminum units in two configurations: 1/1 with snap-in
grids and paired 1/1 with snap in grids and transoms. Rough-faced, molded reinforced
concrete lintels with keystones top the squared openings. A smooth reinforced concrete belt
course is located at the second story. A corbelled cornice and flat roof top the building. The
railroad tracks directly abut the building to the east. The north elevation is unfenestrated red
brick.
In the interior, the Cooper Shop occupies the two western bays, and has been used as offices
since the mid-1 980s. The interior contains painted brick walls, vinyl and concrete floors,
partitioning installed c. 1985, and painted concrete ceilings with steel beams.
The interior of the Engine Room is utilitarian in finish, with a reinforced concrete floors, parged
brick walls, steel columns, and exposed steel ceiling beams.
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The Boiler House is industrial in character with a brick floor, parged stone and exposed brick
walls, and an exposed reinforced concrete ceiling. The boilers have been removed. A tall terra
cotta smokestack rises from the roofline.
Stable and Garage
The three-story red brick Stable and Garage is located to the west of the Boiler House and is
accessed from within the open courtyard and from the adjacent boiler house and bottling
house. Terra cotta plaques above the second story bear the words, "Garage" and "Stable,"
indicating the original usage. The main, south elevation, is organized into four bays. On the
first story, there are four original large garage door openings, two of which have been infilled
with brick, and the other two containing modern roll-down doors. Smooth faced reinforced
concrete lintels top the squared openings. The second story continues the four bay
arrangement with paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids in single bay and paired
arrangements. The third story contains an original hoisting door in the east bay with original
double-leaf wood doors. The remaining windows at the third story contain 1/1 aluminum sash
with snap-in grids. The second and third story windows contain smooth faced reinforced
concrete lintels and segmental arched heads. A corbelled cornice and flat roof crown the
building. The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick.
The interior contains concrete floors struck in a grid pattern with brick walls (areas of which
have been painted), a reinforced concrete ceilings with exposed steel beams, and steel
columns.
Bottling House
10th
The two-story Bottling House is organized into three bays on N.
Street and four bays on the
10th
south elevation. A brick sidewalk fronts the N.
Street elevation. That elevation contains
three double-leaf, vertical board, wood loading doors at the first story, each topped by two-light
transoms. Rough-faced, molded reinforced concrete voussoirs frame the openings. Above the
loading bays are c. 1985 paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids. Rough faced reinforced
concrete lintels with keystones top those openings. A smooth reinforced concrete beltcourse
spans the west elevation below the second story windows. A terra cotta plaque with the words
"Bottling House" is centered on the west elevation. The second story bays are separated by
brick pilasters that continue to the corbelled cornice.
The south elevation contains one roll-down metal garage door in the easternmost bay. A
hoisting bay is located above that was converted to a window c. 1985 with paired ill aluminum
windows (with snap-in grids) and transom above. The three bays of windows to the west
contain c. 1985 1/1 aluminum windows (with snap-in grids) set in segmental arched openings.
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Smooth reinforced concrete sills support the windows. The corbelled cornice continues across
this elevation.
The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick. The interior of the building is consistent in
design, features and finishes to the adjacent Stable and Garage, with concrete floors, brick
walls, reinforced concrete ceilings and exposed steel beams and columns.
Alterations have been limited to the infilling of some original window and door openings on the
main Brewery section and the installation of c. 1985 replacement windows and doors on the two
and three story additions. The building has been little altered and retains its industrial character
and its capacity to express the inner-workings of the brewery and thus retains integrity.
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Situated at the northeast corner of N. 10th Street and Montgomery Avenue in North
Philadelphia, the Class and Nachod Brewery, constructed in 1911, stands as a unique and
intact example of an early 20th century Beaux Arts style brewery designed by an important
brewery architect. Philadelphia architect Charles H. Caspar designed this impressive brewery
early in his career. Capitalizing on the success of this early commission, Caspar went on to
design brewery buildings for a number of Philadelphia breweries until the passage of the
National Prohibition Act. The Class and Nachod Brewery meets National Register Criteria A
and C and is significant in the areas of Industry for its association with an important brewing
company, and Architecture as a significant example of early 20th century industrial architecture
and an early commission of Charles H. Caspar. The period of significance begins with the
construction of the main Brewery Building in 1911 and ends in 1941 when brewing operations
ceased.
SUMMARY HISTORY
The origins of the Class and Nachod Brewing Company can be traced to 1853 when Ferdinand
Steinbach opened a brewery on the 1700 block of Marvine Street in North Philadelphia, just a
few blocks from the building that is the subject of this nomination (the Marvine Street facility is
no longer extant).' Nearly a decade later, in 1863, Charles Class, Sr. acquired that facility,
renaming it "Charles Class' Lager Beer Brewery." From 1868 to 1890, Class's son, Charles
Class Jr., was charged with running the family's brewing operations. In 1890, Charles Class Jr.
was joined in partnership by Julius Nachod, and the brewery was renamed Class and Nachod.2
Seeking larger quarters, Class and Nachod commissioned Philadelphia architect Charles H.
Caspar to design a new brewery at N. 1 01Street and Montgomery Avenue. That facility (the
subject of this nomination) was completed in two phases. In 1911, the 5-story main Brewery
section was opened.3 The following year, the two and three story additions were completed,
serving as the Bottling House, Stable and Garage, Boiler House, Engine Room, and Cooper
Shop. Class and Nachod continued in operation at the N. 10th Street facility until 1936, a
temporary closure during Prohibition notwithstanding. Following the dissolution of the company
in 1936, local competitor, Poth Brewing Company, acquired the facility and continued
operations at that location until 1941.1 The next year, the building was acquired by the Atlantic
Terminal & Warehouse Company for use as a storage facility for general merchandise .5
Historic maps and atlases indicate that Marvine Street was historically known as Mervine Street. Information on
Class and Nachod's predecessor firm was noted in Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia
Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
2
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
'City of Philadelphia Building Permits provide evidence of the original 1911 building being constructed in two phases,
and the addition of the two and three story sections the following year.
"Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #3615, September 9, 1942.
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Neighboring Temple University acquired the building in the early 1980s for the storage of school
equipment and supplies. Temple University continued to use the facility for storage until the
spring of 2002 when the building was vacated in anticipation of a future rehabilitation.
INDUSTRIAL SIGNIFICANCE
The Class and Nachod Brewery is significant in the area of Industry for its association with an
important Philadelphia brewing company. As an intact brewery, the building retains its capacity
to convey the process of brewing in the early 20th century.
Brewing in Philadelphia: Prior to the Civil War
Prior to the Civil War, brewing in Philadelphia was characterized by small scale production.
Most Philadelphians during this period were drinking homebrewed beer or beer produced in
small brewhouses. The city's earliest brewhouses were located along the Delaware River,
piimarily in the neighborhoods of Society Hill and Old City, consistent with population
concentrations.
Four major steps comprise the brewing process :6 1) Malting the milling or grinding of the
barley and other grains, 2) Mashing water is added to the grains and the product is heated to
produce a sweet golden syrup known as wort. Hops are added and the product is transferred
to a brew kettle where it is boiled to convert the starch in the grain into sugar, 3) Fermentation
the yeast is added and over time (typically 1-2 weeks) the sugar is turned into alcohol, 4)
Storing or Lagering after fermentation has occurred, the beer is transferred to storage for
aging. Ales are typically aged for a few weeks, whereas lagers are aged for a number of
months.
-

-

-

-

Until the 1840s, beer brewing in America was limited to the production of English ales and
porters. Lager beers, which are comparatively light and more effervescent, had been brewed in
Germany since the 13th century, but were not brewed in America until the 1840s for several
reasons.7 Lager brewing requires a special yeast that was highly perishable. Until the fast
clipper ships began running from Europe around 1840, transporting the perishable yeasts was
not possible .B Lager beers also must ferment in cooler conditions and over a longer period of
time. Prior to the development of artificial ice or cooling machines, the fermentation of lager
beer was relegated to caves and could generally be accomplished in the Philadelphia region
only during the winter season.
6
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing lndustty and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), P. 62.
Schluter's work includes a considerable discussion of the intricacies of the lager beer brewing process. Hermann
Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909
reprinted 1970), p. 51.
Don, Russell, "A Heady Historic First for Philadelphia?" Philadelphia Daily News, October 2, 1998.
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John Wagner is attributed with brewin the first lager beer in America in a primitive
establishment in Philadelphia in 1840. Not long after, lager beer began to be brewed in
cities
along the east coast and in the Midwest. Lager beer was first brewed in Buffalo, NY in 1843,
New York City in 1844, Boston in 1846, Erie, PA and Chicago in 1847, Pittsburgh in 1848,
and
in Milwaukee in 1851.10
In the decade before the Civil War, the main seats of the brewing industry in the country were
New York and Pennsylvania, with almost half of the beer brewed being produced in these
states. Of the 172 breweries in Pennsylvania in 1860, 68 were in Philadelphia.11
The earliest lager brewers in Philadelphia were located along the Delaware River, and in the
Northern Liberties section of the city, amongst the English ale and porter brewers. By the
time
of the Civil War, the lager brewers had moved west along the banks of the Schuylkill River
where the beer could be stored, or lagered, in the caves along the riverbanks. In those caves,
ice cut from the Schuylkill River kept the lager beer at cool temperatures throughout the year.
By the mid-19th century, many of the German brewers had moved near the Schuylkill River, in
a
neighborhood that became known as "Brewerytown."12
Lager Brewing in Philadelphia: Civil War to 1900
From the Civil War to the turn of the 20 century, a revolution in brewing methods and
technologies occurred which transformed the lager brewing industry. Among the most
revolutionary changes were the introduction of mechanization and the development of
refrigeration. These technologies allowed for increased production outputs and prompted
the
consolidation of the city's smaller breweries into large brewing establishments. Also during
this
period, the brewing industry witnessed the emergence of the mass market, made possible
by
the network of rail lines that linked Philadelphia's breweries to cities in other regions of the
country. A great increase in the German population in Philadelphia and other cities during
the
mid-191h century further advanced the lager beer industry by creating an increase in demand
for
the product. Eventually, lager beer consumption surpassed English beers. 13 Philadelp
hia's
large post-Civil War breweries were concentrated in Northern Liberties (near the Delaware
River) and in Brewerytown (near the Schuylkill River), north of Center City where large tracts
of
Rich Wagner, "The Beers and Breweries of Philadelphia," Zymurgy, Spring 1991 and Hermann
Schluter, The
Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909
(reprinted 1970),
p. 52. Both Wagner and Schluter report the address of John Wagner's first brewery as John Street,
near Poplar in
Philadelphia. This intersection no longer exists.
10
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America,
(New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 53.
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America,
(New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 57.
12
The Brewerytown neighborhood was made a National Register Historic District in 1991.
13
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America,
(New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p.54.
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land were available. North Philadelphia, where Class and Nachod is located, also contained a
large number of post-Civil War breweries, though these were spread out over a larger area,
generally along the rail lines.
Brewery facilities throughout Philadelphia were retrofitted to accommodate the new machinery
19th
century.14 Large refrigeration machines with
that became available in the last half of the
miles of piping were installed along with enormous boilers to support those machines. To
enable the increase in production, massive brew kettles, more than one-story in height, were
installed, which often required raising the height of existing breweries. Larger mashing tubs,
malt mills and fermenting tubs were also necessary. It was also during this period that
breweries began bottling beer and large bottling houses with associated machinery were
constructed for that purpose. In order to lager the increased quantity of beer being produced,
large refrigerated storage areas were required where the beer would remain until time of
delivery.
Mechanization of the industry facilitated the increase in beer production from the breweries and
also allowed for more uniformity in the finished beer than what had been previously produced
by hand labor. 15 Those same innovations diminished the importance of the skilled brewing
craftsman who had traditionally been formally schooled in the craft of brewing and had
apprenticed in European brewhouses.16
Lager Brewing in Philadelphia: c. 1900 Prohibition
The first two decades of the 20th century brought continued consolidation of the brewing
industry. The inability to successfully integrate the new machinery into the older facilities
19th century breweries obsolete. As a result, consolidation and closure of
rendered many
201h
breweries in Pennsylvania occurred at staggering rates after the turn of the
century. In
1870 there were 246 breweries; in 1880 the number of breweries reached its highest number
with 302; but by 1908 this number had decreased to 248.17 Philadelphia had 92 breweries in
the early 1880s, but by 1909 that number had dropped to 48 and by 1914 the number again
3918
decreased to
-

14
The United State's Brewing Association's Souvenir Album of 1896 describes many of Philadelphia's breweries.
Select transcripts from the Souvenir Album are included in Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia
Brewery Tour VII."
15
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 62.
16
Most brewmasters in the local breweries were graduates of colleges abroad. To become a brewmaster, one had
to study organic chemistry and the brewmasters were regarded as specialists in their industry. "Philadelphia
institution will be No More," Evening Bulletin, January 15, 1920.
17
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 71.
18
"Men and Things," Evening Bulletin, November 20, 1932.
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Several of the city's largest breweries constructed new facilities in the early 20th century.19
These "modern" breweries were generally comprised of a number of interconnected small work
areas that served independent, yet related, functions in the brewing process. In addition to the
201h
main brewery building, the typical early
century brewery featured a large warehouse and
store room, cooper shop, stables and garage with ample provisions for both horses and
automobiles, railway tracks which could convey entire train cars into the brewery, large
fermentation and cooling rooms, sophisticated cooling apparatuses with machinery often
occupying entire rooms, and boiler rooms where tons of coal were consumed to heat the boilers
in which water was turned into steam .20 Finally, the incorporation of elevators into breweries
made taller brewery buildings possible. The five-story breweries constructed in the early 20th
century towered over the three-story breweries of the mid to late 19th century. Many of these
features were the result of the technological developments that occurred just prior to the turn of
20th
century and thus gave the early 20th century breweries great advantages over their
the
predecessors.
Lager Brewing in Philadelphia: Post-Prohibition
In 1919, Congress passed the National Prohibition Act, also known as the Volstead Act, in
recognition of Congressman Andrew Volstead of Minnesota who introduced it. The law defined
the prohibited "intoxicating liquors" as those with an alcoholic content greater than 0.5 percent.
Prohibition officially began at midnight on January 16, 1920.
While the law did allow for the production of a low alcohol content beer, most Philadelphians
never acquired a taste for "near beer." Many breweries in Philadelphia found that it no longer
paid to brew. Most breweries closed, some were converted to the manufacture of other
commodities.21 Some breweries continued to produce the illegal beer until they were shut down
by the federal government. None of Brewerytown's breweries reopened in 1933 when
Prohibition was repealed, however, breweries in other parts of the city that had comparatively
modern facilities were able to reinitiate operations.22
Class and Nachod Brewing Company
The Class and Nachod Brewery was one of Philadelphia's many mid-size breweries. Though
not one of the largest, the company of Class and Nachod remained in business for 83 years
(Prohibition notwithstanding), one of the longest periods of operation of any brewery in the city.

19
Other brewers in Philadelphia that constructed 20 century brewery buildings included: Christian Schmidt & Sons,
1914; Bergner& Engle, 1912; Philadelphia Brewing Co., 1902; Robert Smith Ale Brewing Co., 1903.
20
Description of the modern brewery facility in 1910 contained in, Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the
Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 64.
21
"Philadelphia institution will be No More," Evening Bulletin, January 15, 1920.
22
Rich Wagner, "Brewerytown, Philadelphia The Grand Daddy of 'Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News, June/July
2001.
-
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Statistics available for Philadelphia's breweries demonstrate that the Class and Nachod
10th Street was a mid-size brewery in terms of production .23 In 1879, there were
Brewery at N.
92 breweries operating in the City of Philadelphia. The average output of those breweries was
6,730 barrels annually. Class and Nachod's average output at their Marvine Street facility in
1879 was only 2,100 barrels annually, making this one of the smaller breweries at that time. By
1902, the number of breweries operating in the city had dropped to 43, where it remained for
19th century breweries had become
more than a decade. This is indicative of the fact that the
20th century and could no longer remain competitive with the
outdated by the turn of the
"modern" brewing facilities. While the number of breweries did not change from 1902 to 1913,
those 43 breweries increased their output from an average of 48,777 barrels annually in 1902 to
56,111 barrels in 1913, reflecting the continued concern for efficiency and increased
production. In 1902, while still at the Marvine Street facility, Class and Nachod produced an
average of 53,992 barrels annually, just above average for the city's breweries, but eight times
10th
their production rate in 1879. Production statistics available for the first year at the N.
Street facility indicate that Class and Nachod was able to maintain their output during the
transition to the new plant.24
10th Street facility incorporated significant improvements over their
Class and Nachod's N.
10th Street brewery was sited directly on a rail
earlier Marvine Street plant. Most notably, the N.
line, was two stories taller, had an elevator in the main brewery, was constructed of fireproof
concrete, and included a cooper shop, a garage for motorized trucks, and a bottling house,
provisions that were not included at the earlier site. This comparatively larger facility required a
considerable expansion of their workforce.25 In 1884, the Marvine Street facility was run by a
total of 8 men; seven years later, there were 18 men employed at the thriving Marvine Street
10th Street, the company hired 24 additional men bringing
brewery. Following the move to N.
the total number of employees to 42. The construction of this comparatively modern and
201h
expansive facility suggests that the company was thriving during the first decade of the
century.
20th century breweries, the Class and Nachod Brewery accommodated every
Like most early
step in the brewing process under one roof. Early maps provide evidence of the uses of the
various floors of the Class and Nachod Brewery. The main brewery section was divided into
two sections, following the apparent division on the exterior. The eastern section held the
All production statistics for Philadelphia's breweries were generated from data published in Rich Wagner and Rich
Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14,
1994, p. 97-98.
24
Production statistics are available only for the year 1913, just after completion of the two and three story sections.
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII,,, sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994, p. 97.
25 The number of employees at the Marvine Street site was listed on the Hexamer surveys. Ernest Hexamer & Son,
Insurance Surveys of the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia: Ernest Hexamer & Son, Surveys dated October 4, 1884
and June 16, 1891. The number of employees in 1916, 1919 and 1935 was listed in the Industrial Directory of
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg: Bureau of Statistics and Information, 1913 & c.
23
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actual brewing operations with the large brew kettles located on the tall second story. From the
two-story oriel, located in the main brewing room, the operator would conduct the railroad cars
from the main trunk to the spur for weighing before and after unloading coal and malt, and
loading beer. The scale indicators were located right in the oriel, which was a great
convenience for the operator.26 Each floor of the western section of the main brewery served
nd
distinct functions as follows: 1" floor racking room and wash house; 2 floor storage; 3rd floor
41h and 51h floors storage. A small room on the first floor of the western section
fermenting;
held offices.
-

-

-

-

Historic maps also indicate the uses of the two and three story additions. The Cooper Shop
1st floor with storage above. The Engine Room contained the
contained coopering on the
engine room on the first floor with grain dryers and the ice machine on the second floor. The
1st floor
boiler house held two large boilers. The Stable/Garage was used as a garage on the
nd
and a stable on the 2 floor. The Bottling House was used entirely for bottling purposes.
10th Street facility with Christian Schmidt & Sons'
Comparison of Class and Nachod's N.
brewery on Edward Street in the Northern Liberties section of Philadelphia provides evidence of
20th century.
the standardization of the brewing process that had occurred by the early
Schmidt's brewery was established in 1859 as an ale brewery. In 1880, they began producing
lager beer and the plant was extensively remodeled for that purpose.27 Despite those
renovations, their facility was not able to accommodate the larger vats and associated
20th century. In 1914,
equipment that had become the industry's standard in the early
Schmidt's constructed a new four-story brewery. A Hexamer map of 1916 documents that new
brewery and indicates the uses of the surrounding older auxiliary buildings.28 Aside from the
main brewery, Schmidt's plant was comprised of a stable, garage, storage buildings, wash
house, racking room, refrigerating house, engine house, malt mill, boiler house, and cooper
shop. These independent functions were located in separate, often interconnecting buildings,
that were primarily three and four stories in height. A rail siding directly into the facility allowed
for the transport of raw materials and finished product. Schmidt's operation had a similar plant
organization and contained the same departmentalized functions as Class and Nachod's
facility, indicative of the standardized methods of production.
Just nine years after the opening of Class and Nachod, Prohibition was enacted, which had
devastating short-term effects on the industry and ultimately on Class and Nachod. For a time
during Prohibition, Class and Nachod produced a "near beer," until evidence surfaced of
bootleg beer production and the brewery was padlocked by the federal government in April
26

Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
27
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
28
Ernest Hexamer & Son, Insurance Surveys of the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia: Ernest Hexamer & Son, 1916,
v. 4, p. 57 1/2..
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Beginning the following year, and continuing for the remainder of Prohibition, the
brewery remained closed .30
1922.29

Upon repeal in 1933, the Class and Nachod Brewery stood as one of only eight breweries in
Philadelphia that were available for the manufacturing of beer .31 Newspaper accounts from the
period reported that this was largely due to the brewery's machinery, which was still considered
quite modern despite remaining idle for fourteen years.32 In August 1934, Class and Nachod
filed a petition to reorganize, but continued in operation for the next two years, at which time the
company was dissolved.33 Records indicate that the Class and Nachod Brewing Company
continued in existence until 1936.34 In 1936, the competing F.A. Poth & Sons Brewing
Company acquired the Class and Nachod operation and continued to manufacture beer at the
10th Street facility until 1941. 35
N.
In 1941, nearly a decade after repeal, only 11 breweries remained in operation in the city.
Those eleven breweries, however, produced an average of 154,278 barrels annually, three
times the average production rate prior to prohibition. Class and Nachod's brewery, having
been constructed just a few years before prohibition, allowed for the facility to remain sufficient
for operations after repeal, but its relatively small size did not allow for it to stay competitive with
the much larger breweries in the mid20th century.
SIGNIFICANCE IN ARCHITECTURE
The Class and Nachod Brewery is significant in architecture in several respects: as an intact
1h
example of a 20 century brewery, as an early example of reinforced concrete construction, as
a noteworthy example of the Beaux Arts style applied to industrial architecture, and as an early
work of Charles H. Caspar, an important brewery architect.

During Prohibition, the brewery operated as the Standard Brewing co. and the Atlantic Brewing co. "Two More
Breweries Closed," Evening Bulletin, March 1, 1922.
°
The Beverage Blue Book 1923: The Standard Directory Buyers' Guide and Reference Volume for the Beverage
Industry, (Chicago: H.S. Rich & Co., 1923), 189.
31
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
32
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
Two reliable sources list 1936 as the final year for Class and Nachod's operation: Donald Bull, Manfred Friedrich,
Robert Gottschalk, American Breweries, (Trumbull, CT: Bullworks, 1984) and Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter,
"Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994. The
Evening Bulletin covered the reorganization of Class and Nachod in two articles: "Weisbrod & Hess in Receivership,"
Evening Bulletin, August 15, 1934 and "Brewers Ask to Reorganize," Evening Bulletin, August 14, 1934.
34 Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
35 Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
29
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Little is documented concerning the early life or formal training of architect Charles Caspar.
Caspar's name first appears in Philadelphia City directories in 1909 where he is listed as a
mechanical engineer. After 1912, Caspar is listed as an architect.36 Caspar's known
architectural commissions are primarily industrial buildings, with an apparent concentration in
brewery design. Other later Philadelphia brewery clients included F.A. Poth & Sons Brewing
Company and Louis Bergdoll Brewing Company. Caspar's design for Class and Nachod is the
earliest known independent work by this architect. Comparison of the design for Class and
Nachod and other contemporary brewery buildings suggests that Caspar was influenced by
Philadelphia brewery architect Otto Wolf.37
Caspar's design for the Class and Nachod Brewery demonstrates the somewhat rare
application of the Beaux Arts style on an industrial complex. More than any other stile, the
0
Beaux Arts style expressed the taste of America's industrialists at the turn of the 2 century.38
The style was used to a greater degree on the residential commissions for the industrialists and
less often on the industrial buildings themselves. The pronounced entrance on the main Class
and Nachod brewery building, flanked by fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals and further
adorned with applied floral ornamentation, is unmistakably Beaux Arts in its intent. Other
identifying features of the Beaux Arts style that are evident on the brewery façades include: the
overall symmetrical organization of the facades, rusticated watertable, accentuated cornice line,
and flat roof. The two and three story additions continue the major details such as the corbelled
cornice and rough textured concrete voussoirs and lintels, but are clearly secondary buildings in
function and detail.
While the overall design and many of the major details evoke the Beaux Arts style, a nod
toward the German heritage of Charles Class and Julius Nachod, and the brewing industry, is
evident. The treatment of the east end of the main brewery building contains a clear Germanic
reference, with the broken parapet sections resembling the crenellation found on German
castles (although somewhat exaggerated in execution).
Charles Caspar's use of reinforced concrete for the 1911 brewery building positions the Class
and Nachod Brewery among the earliest extant examples of reinforced concrete construction in
Philadelphia. Both William Steele & Sons and Ballinger & Perrot had pioneered the science of
constructing reinforced concrete buildings in Philadelphia during the first decade of the
1909 39 The reinforced concrete
.
twentieth century, both publishing on the subject in 1908 and
construction system utilized iron bars set into the concrete that allowed for increased weight
Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston:
G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 134.
Following the close of Wolf's practice, Caspar was retained by the Poth and Bergdoll breweries for commissions.
38
Virginia and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 380.
39 William Steele & Sons earliest reinforced concrete buildings were published in: William Steele & Sons, Inc., "Some
Examples of Modern Industrial Buildings of Reinforced Concrete" (Philadelphia, 1908). Ballinger & Perrot published
one of the earliest books on reinforced concrete construction in 1909, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss,
Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 31.
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stresses. Reduced vibration and economy of construction were additional advantages of
reinforced concrete construction. The resulting buildings were taller, and contained larger floor
areas with a minimum of structural columns that provided more useable floor area. A multitude
of materials and architectural styles could be applied on the exterior. The Class and Nachod
Brewery is unique as it stands not only an early example of a reinforced concrete structure, but
incorporates the revolutionary material into many of its decorative elements. The watertables,
lintels, sills, beltcourses and voussoirs are all molded reinforced concrete set around twisted
iron rebars.
Comparison of the Class and Nachod buildings with the adjacent N. Snellenburg Company
t
Department Store Warehouse building (1825-1851 N. 1 o h Street), constructed just three years
after Class and Nachod, provides a compelling contrast in industrial architecture of the period.
Designed by William Steele & Sons, the Snellenburg warehouse is an 8-story, exposed grid,
reinforced concrete building with wide bays of industrial steel windows, typical of "daylight
factories" of the period. The modern, comparably austere, appearance of the Snellenburg
warehouse reflects the trend in industrial architecture of the period toward truthfulness of
design and materials with no added ornamentation. Philadelphia's brewing community rejected
that popular modern industrial style in favor of the more traditional architectural styles.
Comparison of Caspar's design for Class and Nachod with contemporary Otto Wolf breweries,
reveals that Caspar closely followed the established trends in brewery design that were set in
part by Wolf in the preceding decade. Brewery architecture in Philadelphia is uniquely
recognizable with strong continuity in terms of scale, massing, material, and detail. Early
twentieth century breweries were typically five stories in height. Red brick, the favored material,
was heavily manipulated on the facades in the form of projecting belt courses, piers, and
corbelling. Arched window and door openings penetrated the brick facades at regular intervals.
Crenellated parapets and towers were common features.
Brewery design was a highly specialized field requiring not only a background in architecture,
but formal training in mechanical engineering as well. Wolf was the most prolific designer of
brewery buildings in Philadelphia. The two leading Philadelphia industrial designers of the
period, Ballinger & Perrot and William Steele & Sons, do not have a single brewery building
listed among their commissions.40
19th century breweries were designed in the Victorian and Queen Anne styles that were
Wolf's
201h century, Wolf's breweries
fashionable during that period. Toward the turn of the
incorporated more Classical forms and features, reflecting the acceptance of the popular revival
20th century. Common features evident in Wolf's brewery designs, that
styles at the turn of the
are also found on the Class and Nachod brewery building include: rounded exterior corners,
°
The leading source on the commissions of Ballinger & Perrot and William Steele & Sons does not include a single
brewery reference for those firms. Source: http://www.philadelphiabuildings.org/pab/.
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metal oriels, projecting parapet sections with signage and ornamentation, and the use of interior
free-standing spiral stairs.
(31st and Thompson Streets)
Wolf's c. 1890 late Victorian design for the J & P Baltz Brewery
featured the familiar arched windows, brick piers, corbelling and raised parapet sections on a
three-story brick structure. The Robert Smith & Sons brewery, designed in the Queen Anne
(38th Street and Girard Ave.), was also three stories in height with a brick
style by Wolf in 1903
façade, and featured arched windows, a corbelled cornice, a raised parapet, and a rounded
metal projecting bay, elements later incorporated into the Class and Nachod Brewery. Wolf's
final brewery commission, designed for C. Schmidt & Sons in 1914, marks a clear departure
(2nd and Girard Streets) was a
from his earlier brewery commissions. The Schmidt Brewery
five-story, three-bay brick Classical Revival building with tall pilasters and a modillioned cornice
with flat roof. With its decidedly modern edifice, Schmidt's was seemingly attempting to set
themselves apart from the brewing community, unveiling a more modern image indicative of
progressive company values.
The Class and Nachod Brewery is locally significant during the period 1911-1941 according to
National Register Criterion A in the area of Industry, as the facility of a prominent Philadelphia
brewing company, and Criterion C in the area of Architecture, as a fine example of a reinforced
concrete Beaux Arts style building by noted industrial architect Charles Caspar.
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The Class and Nachod Brewery is locally significant during the period 1911-1941 according to
National Register criteria A in the area of Industry, as the facility of an important brewing
company, and C in the area of Architecture, as an intact example of a reinforced concrete
industrial building designed by noted brewery architect, Charles Caspar.

The Civil War had far-reaching effects on industrial production in America. Workshops that
relied on hand labor produced goods for the war effort and were unable to meet growing
demands. Hand labor became insufficient and machines began to be used throughout most
industries, transforming the small workshops into large factories. Great concentrations of
wealth developed in all branches of industry and this wealth transformed the small trades into
great industries.
"Brewervtown," Philadelphia
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Maps from the 1860s show a few early breweries, but by the 1880s, the ten-block neighborhood
contained eleven major breweries.41
Early Philadelphia lager brewer John Wagner taught his skills to Charles Wolf, who formed
Engel and Wolf Brewery, later Bergner and Engle .42 This was one of the first breweries in
America to produce lager beer on a large scale and by the 1880s was the third largest brewery
31st Street between Master and Jefferson Streets
in the nation .43 Their brewery, located on N.
was constructed in the 1870s and expanded in the 1880s.44 Other important breweries in
Brewerytown were: Frederick P0th Brewery, P. Baltz Brewery, and the Bergdoll Brewery.
Prior to refrigeration, breweries were seasonal, with heavy labor from September to May, and
little work in the summer. This promoted high turnover, which some manufacturers often
resolved by providing housing. Such was the case in Brewerytown, where the major brewers
commissioned the construction of two and three story rows that were offered to workers .45
Thus, an entire community evolved around the breweries, with residential, commercial and
institutional buildings.
19th
The introduction of early ice-making machines in the late
century meant that brewers could
now operate year-round and would no longer have to cut river ice in the winter.46 With
increasing demand for lager beer and the availability of mechanical refrigeration, larger brewery
complexes could be constructed. No longer was proximity to the Schuylkill River a necessity.
Large complexes could be built in other parts of the city, such as in North Philadelphia, which
had the advantage of existing rail lines and large lots that were less expensive than those in the
more developed parts of the city.
In anticipation of repeal, John d'Agostino, president of L.N. Renault & Sons of Egg Harbor, NJ,
purchased the Class and Nachod plant for operation once again as a brewery.47 According to
period reports, the purchase price was $1,000,000 and d'Agostino planned to spend $500,000
Rich Wagner, "Brewerytown, Philadelphia The Grand Daddy of 'Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News, June/July
2001.
42
"Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4,
1990.
Bergner and Engel Brewery was the third largest in the nation in the 1880s behind George Ehret (New York) and
Best (Milwaukee). Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewer,' Workers' Movement in America, (New
York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), P. 52 and "Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of Historic
Places Registration Form, prepared September 4, 1990.
Engel and Wolf had an earlier brewery called Fountain Green on the banks of the Schuylkill. "Brewerytown Historic
District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4, 1990.
"Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4,
1990.
Rich Wagner, "Brewerytown, Philadelphia The Grand Daddy of 'Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News, June/July
2001.
47
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
41

-

'
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for modernization. A considerable portion of the $500,000 was allocated for the purchase of
bottles and cooperage, with less than $50,000 needed for repair and modernization of
machinery. Newspaper accounts at that time reported that the brewery's machinery was still
considered quite modern at that time and little replacement was required.48

Brewing was a highly competitive industry in PhiladelphiaByJ2 Most breweries in
Philadelphia were strategically located near rail lines which served to deliver raw materials to
the breweries, and perhaps more importantly, to ship out the finished product. During the 19th
century, most Philadelphia breweries distributed their product across the city and the immediate
region. Deliveries were made by horse and wagon until around 1910 when most breweries
began to purchase motorized trucks. As the breweries grew larger around the turn of the 20th
century, beer was shipped throughout the greater southeastern Pennsylvania region with the
largest breweries shipping to points in other areas of the country.
Noted Philadelphia architect Otto Wolf was a nationally known brewery architect who was born
in Philadelphia and graduated from the University of Pennsylvania, having studied architecture
and engineering .49 Wolf established his firm in Philadelphia in 1883. Over the course of his
career, Wolf worked for more than a dozen Philadelphia breweries. Among his most notable
brewery clients in the city were: Louis Bergdoll, Bergner and Engle, Frederick A. P0th, C.
Schmidt & Sons, Excelsior Brewing Co., Theodore Finkbinder, Germania Brewing Co., J.P.
Baltz Brewing Co., and Robert Smith & Sons Brewery.50
In 1906, Wolf published a monograph entitled Breweries and Allied orAuxiliary Buildings,
wherein he promoted his "expert mechanical engineering and architectural services rendered in
the designing of breweries, cold storage buildings, grain elevators, ice making and refrigeration
plants, lighting and power plants .',5' This work featured photographs many of Wolf's brewery
designs from 1883 to 1905. Included in that work were mentions of saloons that Wolf designed
for Class and Nachod in 1898 and 1900, thus establishing a connection between Class and
Nachod and Wolf.52

"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
Biographical information on Wolf published in, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary ol
Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 879.
°
Biographical information on Wolf published in, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary ol
Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hail and Company, 1985), 879.
51
Otto Wolf, Breweries and Allied orAuxiliaiy Buildings, (Philadelphia: G.M.S. Armstrong, 1906).
52
Wolf project numbers 327 and 364 were Class and Nachod saloons. Otto Wolf, Breweries and Allied orAuxiiary
Buildings, (Philadelphia: G.M.S. Armstrong, 1906).

48
'
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The Beverage Blue Book 1923: The Standard Directory Buyers' Guide and Reference Volume
for the Beverage Industry. Chicago: H.S. Rich & Co., 1923.
"Brewers Ask to Reorganize." Evening Bulletin. August 14, 1934.
Bull, Donald, Manfred Friedrich, Robert Gottschalk. American Breweries. Trumbull, CT:
Bullworks, 1984.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #4129. April 18,
1925.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #3615.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
10th Street 200 feet and extending in length or depth
Containing in front or breadth on the said
Eastward the North line thereof extending in length or depth Eastward the Northerly line thereof
extending 174 feet 11 inches and the Southerly line thereof extending along North side of
Montgomery Avenue 188 feet 1-1/4 inches to the ground of the Philadelphia and Reading
Railroad Company.
Bounded on the North by ground now or late of W.H. Cameron and on the East by said Railroad
101h
Street.
Company's ground on the South by Montgomery Avenue and on the West by
Being known as 1801-23 N.

101h Street.

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION

The boundaries of the nominated property are the historic boundaries of the property at the
time of construction in 1911. No historically associated land or resources have been excluded.
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The Class and Nachod Brewery is situated at the northeast corner of N. 10th and
Montgomery Streets in North Philadelphia. A rail line borders the property to the east, and
an unrelated department store warehouse building stands to the north. Six interconnected
buildings comprise the Brewery and historically served as: the Brewery Building, Cooper
Shop, Engine Room, Boiler House, Stable and Garage, and Bottling Department. Erected in
1911, the Brewery Building is a 5-story Beaux Arts style building. The two and three story
auxiliary buildings, completed the following year, continue the primary materials established
on the main brewery building, but are much more restrained in ornamentation. The
interconnected buildings are arranged in a U-shaped plan positioned around a brick paved
courtyard that is open along N. 10th Street. The Class and Nachod Brewery stands virtually
unaltered from its original period of construction and thus retains architectural integrity.
BREWERY BUILDING
Constructed in 1911, the main Brewery Building is located on the southern half of the site,
along Montgomery Street. The five-story Beaux Arts style red brick building is organized into
three bays on the west façade and twelve bays on the south façade. The southwest corner
of the building is rounded and contains the main public entrance which is currently boardedup. That entrance is heavily ornamented with a terra cotta arched surround with molded
keystone, flanked by fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals. A curved entablature with scroll
and floral cresting tops the entrance and contains the words, "Atlantic Terminal &
Warehouse," a remnant from a mid20th century occupant.
A rough-faced reinforced concrete watertable adorns the west and south elevations. A
combination of rough-faced reinforced concrete voussoirs and lintels top the window
openings. The sills, also of reinforced concrete, are smooth faced. The second story sills
continue across both primary elevations as a belt course. A second belt course is located
above the fourth story windows. Both squared and arched window openings provide
fenestration on the two street facades. Currently, all window openings on these facades are
boarded-up on the exterior or bricked-in. In the interior, it is evident that few windows
survive. The surviving windows are a combination of 6/6 wood double-hung sash and paired
4/4 wood double-hung units with arched 4-light transoms above each sash. A two-story
copper clad oriel projects from the east end of the south façade at the second story.
Crowning the two street facades is a corbelled cornice. The treatment of the cornice at the
eastern end of the south façade differs from the remainder of the elevation. The eastern
section contains stepped parapet sections in an apparent exaggerated attempt at
crenellation. A datestone with 1911 is set within the center parapet and a larger "Class and
Nachod" signboard is located beneath the 5th story windows.
The east elevation is organized in three bays and mirrors the form and details of the east end
of the south elevation in terms of fenestration and cornice details. The corners of this
elevation are marked by concrete spheres that top the end parapets. Remnants of an ironframed train shed are evident at the second story height. Historically, there was no
fenestration at the first story of the east elevation, as the rail line existed from the time of
construction.
The north elevation, facing the courtyard, is secondary in design and details. The eastern
end, comprised of three bays, is nearly identical to the east elevation, with fewer window
openings. The remainder of the north elevation is organized into six bays. The westernmost

.
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bay contains bricked-in openings with the reinforced concrete lintels and sills. The four bays
to the east contain 2/2 wood double-hung sash set in segmental arched openings. There are
no windows beneath the third story. A hoisting bay is located just west of the east end and
contains large metal loading doors. Portions of the brick on this elevation have been painted,
and portions have been removed and rebuilt in concrete block. A metal shed serves as a
canopy at the first story at the location of a concrete loading platform. Abutting this shed, to
the west, is a one-story, one-bay gable roofed extension. An entrance is located on the north
elevation and contains a modern metal single-leaf door.
The interior of the Brewery Building is organized into two sections (consistent with the design
differences on the exterior), with a small three-bay east section, and a larger west section. A
brick wall with sliding iron door, divides the sections on each floor. A small entrance area on
the first floor, accessed through the courtyard entrance, contains a blue-glazed brick floor.
Both the east and west sections contain reinforced concrete floors and ceilings, with exposed
reinforced concrete beams and squared reinforced concrete columns on each floor. The
walls in the east section are painted brick. In the west section, the walls are brick covered
with insulation and parging. Two sets of parallel tracks are embedded within the reinforced
concrete floor and run east-west through the west section, likely originally used for push
carts. A small room, enclosed by 2' thick reinforced concrete walls, is located along the north
wall of the west section. This originally served as the malt mill according to Sanborn maps.
Access from floor to floor in the east section is provided by an open metal stair with metal
pipe rail. A single freight elevator with utilitarian style door is located adjacent to the stair. In
the west section, a free-standing metal spiral stair provides access from floor to floor.
The building's most architecturally significant interior feature is located in the east section at
the location of the oriel. The oriel is two stories in height, but located exclusively on the
second floor of the east section of the brewery building. A former mezzanine must have
been located along the south wall to provide access to the upper story of the oriel. Access to
the oriel on each level is provided by a centered half-glazed, paneled wood door, flanked by
1/1 interior double-hung wood sash above beaded board bases. Access to the oriel is
currently blocked, however, interior window trim can be seen on the exterior walls within the
oriel. The remainder of the windows in the building contain only simple window sills. An
office area is located at the western end of the first floor and is currently blocked off and not
accessible.
The Brewery Building retains considerable original features and fabric and thus retains
architectural integrity.

COOPER SHOP/ENGINE ROOM/BOILER HOUSE
The red brick Cooper Shop, Engine Room, and Boiler House directly abut the main brewery
building to the north and are accessed from within the open courtyard area. These buildings
are two stories in height and were erected in 1912, a year after the main brewery building.
Partition walls separate the three buildings in the interior, however, door openings provide
access from section to section and to the adjacent main brewery building and garage/stable.
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The main, west elevation, is organized into seven bays with no clear demarcation between
the Cooper Shop and Engine House. The Boiler House is located in the northeast corner, to
the north of the Engine House and east of the Stable/Garage.
Access is gained along the west elevation through a modern metal roll-down garage door
and through a pedestrian entrance with modern single-leaf flush metal door. Fenestration is
provided by a combination of modern aluminum units in two configurations: 1/1 with snap-in
grids and paired 1/1 with snap in grids and transoms. Rough-faced reinforced concrete
lintels with keystones top the squared openings. A smooth reinforced concrete belt course is
located at the second story. A corbelled cornice and flat roof top the building. The railroad
tracks directly abut the building to the east. The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick.
In the interior, the Cooper Shop occupies the two western bays, and has been recently used
as offices. The first floor contains painted brick walls, vinyl floor, modern partitioning, and
painted concrete ceiling with steel beams. The second floor is not accessible.
The first floor of the Engine Room is very utilitarian in finish with a reinforced concrete floor,
parged brick walls, steel columns, and exposed steel ceiling beams. The second floor is not
accessible.
The one-story Boiler House is industrial in character with a brick floor, parged stone and
exposed brick walls, and an exposed reinforced concrete ceiling. The boilers have been
removed. A tall terra cotta smokestack rises from the roofline.
The Cooper Shop, Engine Room and Boiler House retain considerable original features and
fabric and thus retains architectural integrity.
STABLE AND GARAGE BUILDING
The three-story red brick Stable and Garage Building is located to the west of the Boiler
House and is accessed from within the open courtyard and from the adjacent boiler house
and bottling house. Terra cotta plaques above the second story bear the words, "garage"
and "stable," indicating the original usage. The main, south elevation, is organized into four
bays. On the first story, there are four original large garage door openings, two of which
have been infilled with brick, and the other two containing modern roll-down doors. Smooth
faced reinforced concrete lintels top the squared openings. The second story continues the
four bay arrangement with paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids in single bay and
paired arrangements. The third story contains one former hoisting door (now boarded over)
and paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids. The second and third story windows
contain smooth faced reinforced concrete lintels and segmental arched heads. A corbelled
cornice and flat roof top the building. The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick.
The first floor contains a concrete floor struck in a grid pattern with brick walls (areas of which
have been painted), a reinforced concrete ceiling with exposed steel beams, and steel
columns. The upper floors are not accessible.
The Stable and Garage Building retains considerable original features and fabric and thus
retains architectural integrity.
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BOTTLING HOUSE
The two-story Bottling House is organized into three loading bays on N. 10th Street and four
bays on the south elevation, within the open courtyard. A brick sidewalk is located in front of
the loading doors. The loading doors are double-leaf wood vertical board doors with twolight transoms above. Rough-faced reinforced concrete voussoirs frame the openings.
Above the loading bays are paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids. Rough faced
reinforced concrete lintels with keystones top those openings. A smooth reinforced concrete
beitcourse spans the west elevation below the second story windows. A terra cotta plaque
with the words "Bottling House" is centered on the west elevation. The second story bays
are separated by brick pilasters that continue to the corbelled cornice.
The south elevation contains one roll-down metal garage door in the easternmost bay with a
hoisting door above that has been converted to a window with paired 1/1 aluminum sash
(with grid) and transom above. The three bays of windows to the west contain ill aluminum
sash with grids set in segmental arched openings with smooth reinforced concrete sills. The
corbelled cornice continues across this elevation.
The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick. The interior of the building is not accessible.
The Garage/Stable Building retains considerable original features and fabric and thus retains
architectural integrity.
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Situated at the northeast corner of N. 10th and Montgomery Streets in North Philadelphia, the
Class and Nachod Brewery, constructed in 1911, stands as a unique and intact example of
an early 20th century Beaux Arts style brewing complex designed by an important brewery
architect. Philadelphia architect Chares H. Caspar designed this impressive collection of
brewing buildings early in his career. Capitalizing on the success of this early commission,
Caspar went on to design brewery buildings for a number of Philadelphia breweries into the
1920s. The Class and Nachod Brewery meets National Register Criteria A and C and gains
its significance in the areas of industry for its association with an important brewing company,
and architecture as a locally significant example of early 20th century industrial architecture
and an early commission of Charles H. Caspar. The period of significance begins in 1911
with the construction of the main brewery building and ends in 1952 complying with the fifty
years closing date of the National Register standards.
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY
The Class and Nachod Brewing Company was established in 1863 as "Charles Class' Lager
Beer Brewery" in a facility located on the 1700 block of Marvine Street, (between 1 1 th and
12th,
above Columbia, just a few blocks from the current building, now demolished).' From
1868 to 1890, the brewery was operated by Charles Class Jr. and from 1890 to 1896 it was
run by Charles Class and Julius Nachod.2 In 1896 the brewery was renamed the Class &
Nachod Brewing Company, a name which continued into the 1930s.3
Having outgrown their facility on Marvine Street, Class & Nachod commissioned Philadelphia
architect Charles H. Caspar to design a new facility at 10th and Montgomery Streets. In
1911, the main brewery building was erected in two stages.4 The following year, the bottling
department, stable and garage, boiler house, engine room, and cooper shop were added to
the brewery building. While minor alterations have occurred over the years, there have been
no significant changes to the building and thus the building dates to the original period of
construction. In 1917, a one-story brick addition was added to the south side of the Bottling
House. That addition was removed in 1986 .5 A one-story iron shed was added to the east
side of the building in 1925 to shelter the railroad cars.6 That shed still stands in a ruinous
condition.
Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued operations at 10th and Montgomery until
1936, a temporary closure during Prohibition notwithstanding. Not long after the brewery's
closure, the building was acquired by the Atlantic Terminal & Warehouse Company for use
as a storage facility for general merchandise.7 Temple University acquired the building in the
early 1980s for the storage of school equipment and supplies. Temple continued to use the
1

Hexamer Survey of Charles Class' Lager Beer Brewery, 1860.
2 Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII, sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
4 City of Philadelphia Building Permits provide evidence of the original 1911 building being constructed in two
phases, and the addition of the auxiliary buildings the following year.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #116855, December 12, 1986.
Attached drawing shows demolition of the 1-story section of the bottling house.
6 City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #4129, April 18, 1925.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #3615, September 9, 1942.
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facility for storage until the Spring of 2002 when they vacated the building in anticipation of a
future rehabilitation.
SIGNIFICANCE IN INDUSTRY
Brewing was one of Philadelphia's earliest and most important industries. The Class and
Nachod Brewery was widely regarded as innovative in design at the time it opened in 1911
and stands today as one of only a few surviving early 20th century breweries in Philadelphia.
Early Brewing In Philadelphia
Brewing began in Philadelphia along the banks of the Delaware River at the time of the
earliest European settlement in the 171h century. Before the mid19th century, most
Americans were drinking homebrewed ales or ales produced in small brewhouses. With the
arrival of the Industrial Revolution in the mid19th century, commercial brewing of beer
evolved from small production houses to large factories.
The Civil War had far-reaching effects on industrial production in America. Workshops that
relied on hand labor produced goods for the war effort and were unable to meet growing
demands. Hand labor became insufficient and machines began to be used throughout most
industries, transforming the small workshops into large factories. Great concentrations of
wealth developed in all branches of industry and this wealth transformed the small trades into
great industries.
The brewing industry did not escape the effects of the machine age. Various kinds of
machinery were introduced into breweries in the mid19th century. Brewers at this time
began improving scientific methods for the production of beer which resulted in a product that
was much more uniform than what had been previously produced by hand labor.8 Those
technical improvements also diminished the importance of the skilled brewing craftsman who
had traditionally been formally schooled in the craft of brewing and had apprenticed in
European brewhouses.9 These changes allowed for brewing establishments to grow much
larger, turning out comparatively enormous quantities of beer.
In the decade before the Civil War, the main seats of the brewing industry in the country
were New York and Pennsylvania, with almost half of the beer brewed being produced in
these states. Of the 172 breweries in Pennsylvania in 1860, 68 were in Philadelphia.1°

8

Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), P. 62.
Most brewmasters in the local breweries were graduates of colleges abroad. To become a brewmaster, one had
to study organic chemistry and the brewmasters were regarded as specialists in their industry. "Philadelphia
institution will be No More," Evening Bulletin, January 15, 1920.
10
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 57.
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Establishment Of The Lager Beer Industry In America
Until the 1840s, beer brewed in America was limited to English ales and porters. Lager
beers, which are comparatively light and effervescent, had been brewed in Germany since
13th century, but were not brewed in America for a number of reasons.11 Lager beer
the
requires slower fermentation. It also requires a lower temperature for its production than ale
or porter. Prior to the development of artificial ice or cooling machines, the preparation of
lager beer was relegated to caves and could generally be accomplished in America only
during the winter season. Further complicating the process, the yeast required for lager beer
was available only in Europe and was highly perishable. Ship crossing was slow and the
yeast did not last the voyage.
A number of developments occurred around 1840 which facilitated the brewing of lager beers
in America. Most significantly, it was around this time that the fast clipper shipping lines from
Europe began running, remedying the problem with perishable yeasts. 12
John Wagner is attributed with brewing the first lager beer in America in 1840.13 His brewery,
a small and primitive establishment, was located on John Street, near Poplar Street in
Philadelphia. 14 Shortly thereafter, lager beer began to be brewed in cities along the east
coast and in the Midwest. Lager beer was first brewed in Buffalo, NY in 1843, New York City
in 1844, Boston in 1846, Erie, PA and Chicago in 1847, Pittsburgh in 1848, and in Milwaukee
in 1851.15
Despite the widespread efforts of the early lager brewers, lager beer made relatively slow
progress in the first decade after its introduction. The slowness of the development was due
largely to the fact that English beers are surface-fermented and can be kept on tap for weeks
whereas lager beers have a comparatively shorter shelf life. English beers were well suited
to areas where population was sparse and consumption was low. With the industrial
development that followed the Civil War, cities grew larger which made rapid consumption of
beer possible. The great increase of the German population in Philadelphia between 1850
and 1860 further advanced the lager beer industry. Eventually, lager beer consumption
surpassed English beers. 16

11

Schiuter's work includes a considerable discussion of the intricacies of the lager beer brewing process.
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 51.
12
Don, Russell, "A Heady Historic First for Philadelphia?" Philadelphia Daily News, October 2, 1998.
13
Rich Wagner, 'The Beers and Breweries of Philadelphia," Zymurgy, Spring 1991.
14
Both Wagner and Schluter report the address of John Wagner's first brewery as John Street, near Poplar in
Philadelphia. This intersection no longer exists. Rich Wagner, "The Beers and Breweries of Philadelphia,"
Zymurgy, Spring 1991 and Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in
America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p.52.
15
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 53.
16
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 54
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"Brewerytown," Philadelphia
The earliest lager brewers in Philadelphia were located along the Delaware River, and in the
Northern Liberties section of the city, amongst the English ale and porter brewers. As those
lager brewers achieved success, they moved west to the banks of the Schuylkill River where
the beer could be stored, or lagered, in the caves along the riverbanks. In those caves, ice
that was cut from the Schuylkill River, kept the lager beer at cool temperatures throughout
the year. By the mid19th century, most of the major German brewers had moved near to
Schuylkill River, to the vicinity of 31st and Thompson Streets, in a neighborhood that became
known as "Brewerytown. ,17 Maps from the 1860s show a few early breweries, but by the
1880s, the ten-block neighborhood contained eleven major breweries.18
Early Philadelphia lager brewer John Wagner, taught his skills to Charles Wolf, who formed
Engel and Wolf Brewery, later Bergner and Engle. 19 This was one of the first breweries in
America to produce lager beer on a large scale and by the 1880s was the third largest
brewery in the nation .20 Their brewery, located on N. 31st Street between Master and
Jefferson Streets was constructed in the 1870s and expanded in the 1880s.21 Other
important breweries in Brewerytown were: Frederick Poth Brewery, P. Baltz Brewery, and the
Bergdoll Brewery.
Prior to refrigeration, breweries were seasonal, with heavy labor from September to May, and
little work in the summer. This promoted high turnover, which some manufacturers often
resolved by providing housing. Such was the case in Brewerytown, where the major brewers
commissioned the construction of two and three story rows that were offered to workers.22
Thus, an entire community evolved around the breweries, with residential, commercial and
institutional buildings.
The introduction of early ice-making machines in the late 1 9th century meant that brewers
could now operate year-round and would no longer have to cut river ice in the winter.23 With
increasing demand for lager beer and the availability of mechanical refrigeration, larger
brewery complexes could be constructed. No longer was proximity to the Schuylkill a
necessity. Large complexes could be built in other parts of the city, such as in North
Philadelphia, which had the advantage of existing rail lines and large lots that were less
expensive than those in the more developed parts of the city.

17 The Brewerytown neighborhood was made a National Register Historic District in 1991.
18 Riuli WdyFIeI, "Brewerytown, Philadelphia I he Grand Daddy of Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News,
June/July 2001.
19 "Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4,
1990.
20 Bergner and Egnel Brewery was the third largest in the nation in the 1880s behind George Ehret (New York)
and Best (Milwaukee). Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America,
(New York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 52 and 'Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of
Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4, 1990.
21 Engel and Wolf had an earlier brewery called Fountain Green on the banks of the Schuylkill. 'Brewerytown
Historic District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4, 1990.
22 "Brewerytown Historic District," National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, prepared September 4,
1990.
23 Rich Wagner, 'Brewerytown, Philadelphia The Grand Daddy of 'Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News,
June/July 2001.
-

-
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"Modern" (Early 20th Century) Breweries
The progressive development of the brewing industry from a small trade to a great industry
had widespread implications on the typical brewery facility. This coupled with the
introduction of ice-making machines and subsequently commercial refrigeration that allowed
for the cooling of entire rooms or buildings, made the 19th century breweries that comprised
much of Brewerytown antiquated.
By 1910, the typical brewery was comprised of a number of interconnected small structures
that served independent, yet related, functions in the brewing process. In addition to the
main brewery structure, the typical "modern" brewery in the first decade of the 20th century
contained: large warehouses and store rooms, cooper shops, stables and garages with
ample provisions for both horses and automobiles, railway tracks which could convey entire
train cars into the brewery, complex machinery with levers and wheels replacing hand labor,
large fermentation and cooling rooms, a sophisticated cooling apparatus with machinery
often occupying entire rooms, and boiler rooms where tons of coal were consumed to heat
the boilers in which water was turned into steam.24 Finally, the incorporation of elevators
into breweries made taller brewery buildings possible. The five-story breweries constructed
in the early 20th century towered over the 3-story breweries of the mid to late 19th century.
Many of these features were the result of revolutionary technological developments that
occurred around the turn of the 20th century and thus gave the early 20th century breweries
great advantages over their predecessors.
The capitalistic development of the industry brought the wholesale displacement of hand
labor by machinery and the concentration of industry. The small breweries were replaced by
larger ones. The greater the enterprises became, the harder it was for new concerns to
compete. In Pennsylvania in 1870 there were 246 breweries; in 1880 it reached its highest
number with 302; but by 1908 this number had decreased to 248 reflecting the concentration
of the industry.25 Philadelphia had 92 breweries in the early 1880s, but by 1909 that number
had dropped to 48 and by 1914 the number again decreased to 3926
Class And Nachod Brewing Company
In 1862, Charles Class, Sr. acquired a brewing operation in North Philadelphia, on Marvine
Street above Columbia Street that had been started in 1853 by Ferdinand Steinbach .27 Most
lager breweries at this time were relegated to the banks of the Delaware or the Northern
Liberties neighborhood and this stood as one of only a handful of breweries in North
Philadelphia. According to a Hexamer survey completed in 1884, Class erected new
brewing buildings in 1863, the year following his purchase. From 1868 to 1890 that brewery
was run by Class' son, Charles Class Jr. and success under his tenure is evidenced by the

24

Description of the modern brewery facility in 1910 contained in, Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and
the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p.64.
25
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 71.
26
"Men and Things," Evening Bulletin, November 20, 1932.
27
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, 'Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994
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fact that during those years he erected a boiler house, beer hall, and icehouse.28 Between
1890 and 1896 the brewery was operated by Charles Class, Jr. and Julius Nachod.29 In
1896 the brewery was renamed the Class & Nachod Brewing Company, marking the
beginning of a company that would continue for forty years.3° Class and Nachod continued
brewing lager beers, and were known in particular for their "Black Eagle Beer."
By the first decade of the 201h Century, a number of innovations in brewery design had
occurred which was rendering the 19th century breweries obsolete. Recognizing this fact,
Class & Nachod sought to erect a "modern" brewery with all available technologies. They
turned to noted brewery architect, Charles Caspar, for the design of such a facility.
Completed in 1911, the five-story brewery at 10th and Montgomery was regarded as
progressive in architectural and industrial design by all period accounts.
As with most contemporary breweries, the Class and Nachod Brewery accommodated every
step in the brewing process under one roof. Four major steps comprise the brewing
process31: 1) malting the milling or grinding of the barley and other grains. 2) mashing
water is added to the grains and the product is heated to produce a sweet golden syrup
known as wort. Hops are added and the product is transferred to a brew kettle where it is
boiled to convert the starch in the grain into sugar. 3) fermentation the yeast is added and
over time (typically 1-2 weeks) the sugar is turned into alcohol. 4) Storing or Lagering
after fermentation has occurred, the beer is transferred to storage for aging. Ales are
typically aged for a few weeks, whereas lagers are aged for a number of months.
-

-

-

-

Early maps provide evidence of the uses of the various floors of the main brewery and the
auxiliary buildings. The main brewery was divided into two sections, following the apparent
division on the exterior. The eastern section held the actual brewing operations with the
brew kettles on the second floor. From the two-story oriel, located in the main brewing room,
the operator could conduct the railroad cars from the main trunk to the spur for weighing
before and after unloading coal and malt, and loading beer. The scales were located right in
the Oriel for the convenience of the operator.32
Each floor of the western section served distinct functions as follows: 1st floor racking room
and wash house; 2d floor storage; 3 d floor fermenting; 4th and 5th floors - storage. A
small room on the first floor of the western section held offices.
-

-

-

Historic maps also indicate the uses of the auxiliary buildings. The Cooper Shop contained
coopering on the 1St floor with storage above. The Engine Room contained the engine room
on the first floor with grain dryers and the ice machine on the second floor. The boiler house
held two large boilers. The Stable/Garage building was used as a garage on the 1st floor and
28

Hexamer Survey, Charles Class Lager Beer Brewery, Rosine Class, Owner, Philadelphia, PA, Surveyed
October 4, 1884 and Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by
Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
29
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
30
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
31
Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers' Movement in America, (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970), p. 62.
32
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994
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a stable on the 2nd floor. The Bottling House was used only for bottling purposes on all three
floors.
Just nine years after its opening, Prohibition was enacted, which had devastating effects on
the industry and ultimately on Class and Nachod.
In 1919, Congress passed the National Prohibition Act, also known as the Volstead Act in
recognition of Congressman Andrew Volstead of Minnesota who introduced it. The law
defined the prohibited "intoxicating liquors" as those with an alcoholic content greater than
0.5 percent. Prohibition officially began at midnight on January 16, 1920.
While the law did allow for the production of a low alcohol content beer, most Philadelphians
never acquired a taste for "near beer." Many breweries in Philadelphia found that it no longer
paid to brew. Most breweries closed, some were converted to the manufacture of other
commodities such as ice cream and sauerkraut. 33 Some breweries continued to produce the
illegal beer until they were shut down by the Federal Government. None of Brewerytown's
breweries reopened in 1933 when Prohibition was repealed, however, breweries in other
parts of the city which had comparatively modern facilities were able to reinitiate operations.34
For a time during Prohibition, Class and Nachod produced a near beer, until evidence
surfaced of bootleg beer production and the brewery was padlocked by the Federal
Government in April 1922.
35 Beginning the following year, and continuing for the remainder
of Prohibition, the brewery remained idle.36
At the close of Prohibition in 1933, the Class and Nachod brewery stood as one of only eight
breweries in Philadelphia available for the manufacturing of beer. 37 In anticipation of repeal,
John d'Agostino, president of L.N. Renault & Sons of Egg Harbor, NJ, purchased the Class
and Nachod plant for operation once again as a brewery .38 According to period reports, the
purchase price was $1,000,000 and d'Agostino planned to spend $500,000 for
modernization. A considerable portion of the $500,000 was allocated for the purchase of
bottles and cooperage, with less than $50,000 needed for repair and modernization of
machinery. Its machinery was still considered quite modern and little replacement was
required.39
The Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued in operation at that location following
repeal, though their connection with d'Agostino has not been established. In August 1934,
Class and Nachod filed a petition to reorganize, though the company continued to assert its

33

"Philadelphia institution will be No More," Evening Bulletin, January 15, 1920.
Rich Wagner, "Brewerytown, Philadelphia The Grand Daddy of 'Em All!" Mid-Atlantic Brewing News,
June/July 2001.
35
During Prohibition, the brewery operated as the Standard Brewing Co. and the Atlantic Brewing Co. "Two More
Breweries Closed," Evening Bulletin, March 1, 1922.
36
The Beverage Blue Book 1923: The Standard Directory Buyers' Guide and Reference Volume for the
Beverage Industry, (Chicago: H.S. Rich & Co., 1923), 189.
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
38
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
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solvency.40 Records indicate that the Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued in
existence until 1936.41 At that time, a competitor, the Poth Brewing Company, acquired the
Class and Nachod operation in 1936 and continued to manufacture beer at the 10th and
Montgomery location until 1941. 42
After 1941, the complex was acquired by the Atlantic Terminal & Warehouse Company for
use as a warehouse, a use that continued under subsequent owners until 2002.
SIGNIFICANCE IN ARCHITECTURE
The Class and Nachod Brewery gains additional significance in the area of architecture as an
intact example of a 20th century brewery, as an early example of reinforced concrete
construction, as a noteworthy example of the Beaux Arts style applied to industrial
architecture, and as the work of an important brewery architect, Charles H. Caspar.
Little is known of the early life or formal training of architect Charles Caspar. Caspar's name
first appears in Philadelphia City directories in 1909 where he is listed as a mechanical
engineer. After 1912 Caspar is listed as an architect.43 Caspar's known architectural
commissions are primarily industrial buildings, with an apparent concentration in brewery
design. Caspar's design for Class and Nachod is the earliest known work by this architect.
However, a review of Caspar's later clients and comparison of the design for Class and
Nachod and other contemporary brewery buildings suggests that Caspar was influenced by,
and perhaps employed by, renowned brewery architect Otto Wolf.44
Otto Wolf was a nationally known brewery architect who was born in Philadelphia and
graduated from the University of Pennsylvania, having studied architecture and
engineering.45 Wolf established his firm in Philadelphia in 1883. Among his brewery clients
were: Louis Bergdoll, Bergner and Engle, Frederick A. Poth, the Germania Brewing Co. of
Syracuse, NY and the Straub Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh.46
In 1906, Wolf published a monograph entitled Breweries and Allied orAuxiliary Buildings,
wherein he promoted his "expert mechanical engineering and architectural services rendered
in the designing of breweries, cold storage buildings, grain elevators, ice making and
40 "Weisbrod & Hess in Receivership," Evening Bulletin, August 15, 1934 and "Brewers Ask to Reorganize,"
Evening Bulletin, August 14, 1934.
41 Two reliable sources list 1936 as the final year for Class and Nachod's operation, Donald Bull, Mantred
Friedrich, Robert Gottschalk, American Breweries, (Trumbull, CT: Bullworks, 1984 and Rich Wagner and Rich
Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July
14, 1994.
42 Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast
Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston:
G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 134.
" Following the close of Wolf's practice, Caspar was retained by the Poth and Bergdoll breweries for
commissions.
45
Biographical information on Wolf published in, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary
of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 879.
46 Biographical information on Wolf published in, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary
of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 879.
'
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refrigeration plants, lighting and power plants."47 This work featured many of Wolf's brewery
designs from 1883 to 1905 accompanied by photographs. Included in that work were
mentions of two saloons that Wolf designed for Class and Nachod in 1898 and 1900, thus
establishing a connection between Class and Nachod and Wolf.48
Wolf's 19th century breweries were designed in the Victorian and Queen Anne styles that
were fashionable during that period, often with a decidedly Germanic influence. Toward the
turn of the 20th century, Wolf's breweries incorporated more Classical forms and features.
Common features evident in Wolf's later brewery designs, that are also found on the Class
and Nachod brewery building include: rounded exterior corners, metal oriels, projecting
parapet sections with signage and ornamentation, and the use of interior free-standing spiral
stairs.
Brewery design was a highly specialized field requiring not only a background in architecture,
but formal training in mechanical engineering as well. Wolf was far and away the most
prolific designer of brewery buildings in Philadelphia. The two leading Philadelphia industrial
designers of the period, Ballinger & Perrot and William Steele & Sons, do not have a single
brewery building listed among their commissions.49
Charles Caspar's use of reinforced concrete for the 1911 brewery building positions the
Class and Nachod Brewery among the earliest extant examples of reinforced concrete
construction in Philadelphia. Both William Steele & Sons and Ballinger & Perrot had
pioneered the science of constructing reinforced concrete buildings in the first decade of the
twentieth century, both publishing on the subject in 1908 and 1909.50 The reinforced
concrete construction system utilized iron bars set into the concrete that allowed for
increased weight stresses. The resulting buildings were taller, and contained larger floor
areas with a minimum of structural columns that provided more useable floor area. In
addition, a multitude of materials and architectural styles could be applied on the exterior.
The Class and Nachod Brewery is unique as it is not only an early example of a reinforced
concrete structure, but incorporates the revolutionary material into many of its decorative
elements. The watertables, lintels, sills, beltcourses and voussoirs are all reinforced
concrete set around twisted iron rebars.
Caspar's design for the Class and Nachod Brewery demonstrates the application of the
Beaux Arts style on an industrial complex. More than any other style, the Beaux Arts style
expressed the taste of America's nouveau-riche industrialists at the turn of the 20th century .51
The pronounced entrance on the main brewery building, flanked by fluted pilasters with
Corinthian capitals and further adorned with applied floral ornamentation is unmistakably
Beaux Arts in its intent. Other identifying features of the Beaux Arts style that are evident on
the brewery façades include: the overall symmetrical organization of the facades, rusticated
47

Otto Wolf, Breweries and Allied orAuxiliary Buildings, (Philadelphia: G.M.S. Armstrong, 1906).
Wolf project numbers 327 and 364 were Class and Nachod saloons. Otto Wolf, Breweries and Allied or
Auxiliary Buildings, (Philadelphia: G.M.S. Armstrong, 1906).
49
The leading source on the commissions of Ballinger & Perrot and William Steele & Sons does not include a
single brewery reference for those firms. Source: Jp //www.pjjadeiphiabudings
°
William Steele & Sons earliest reinforced concrete buildings were published in: William Steele & Sons, Inc.,
"Some Examples of Modern Industrial Buildings of Reinforced Concrete" (Philadelphia, 1908). Ballinger & Perrot
published one of the earliest books on reinforced concrete construction in 1909, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W.
Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 31.
51
Virginia and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 380.
48
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watertable, accentuated cornice line, and flat roof. The auxiliary buildings Continue the major
details such as the corbelled cornice and rough textured voussoirs and lintels but are clearly
secondary buildings in function and detail.
While the overall design and many of the major details evokes the Beaux Arts style, a nod
toward the German origins of Charles Class and Julius Nachod, and the brewing industry, is
evident. The treatment of the east end of the main brewery building contains a clear
Germanic reference, with the broken parapet sections (though exaggerated in execution),
resembling the crenellation found on of German castles.
As a whole, the existing complex remains virtually unaltered since the original period of
construction and stands as an intact and representative example of an early 20th century
brewing complex.
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The National Register of Historic Places,
kept by the United States Department of the
Interior, is the official list of our Nation's
historic places worthy of preservation, it
includes properties significant in American
archaeology,
architecture,
history,
engineering and culture. These places
contribute to our understanding of the
historical and cultural foundations of the
United States.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

September 16, 2003

FILE COPY

The Honorable John F. Street
City of Philadelphia
City Hill, Suite 215
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Mayor Street:
I am pleased to inform you that the above referenced property, owned by 1801 North
10th Street Associates, LP of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places on 7/31/2003.
The National Register recognizes the historical, architectural or cultural merits of
properties. Properties listed in the National Register receive consideration when state
or federal projects are being planned, and may qualify for federal historic preservation
tax credits or when available, grant assistance.
If you have any questions, please call me at (717) 783-8946.
Sincerely,

tle r, Director
el
osu
3 H C/hi

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

0

September 16, 2003

FILE COPY

The Honorable Christine M. Tartaglione
Senate of Pennsylvania
1061 Bridge Street
Philadelphia, PA 19124
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Senator Tartaglione:
I am pleased to inform you that the above referenced property, owned by 1801 North
10th Street Associates, LP of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places on 7/31/2003.
The National Register recognizes the historical, architectural or cultural merits of
properties. Properties listed in the National Register receive consideration when state
or federal projects are being planned, and may qualify for federal historic preservation
tax credits or when available, grant assistance.
If you have any questions, please call me at (717) 783-8946.
Sincerely,

Cutler, Director
(gplosu re
3 HC/hj

0

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

FILE COPY
September 16, 2003

The Honorable W. Curtis Thomas
Pennsylvania House of Representatives
1348 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19123
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Representative Thomas:
I am pleased to inform you that the above referenced property, owned by 1801 North
10th Street Associates, LP of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places on 7/31/2003.
The National Register recognizes the historical, architectural or cultural merits of
properties. Properties listed in the National Register receive consideration when state
or federal projects are being planned, and may qualify for federal historic preservation
tax credits or when available, grant assistance.
If you have any questions, please call me at (717) 783-8946.
Sincerely,

y

4-~
Cu
osure

J HC/hj
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Cutler,
er, Director
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
*nnsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

FILE COPY
September 16, 2003

Cynthia Rose Hamilton
Powers & Company, Inc.
211 North 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Ms. Hamilton:
I am pleased to, inform you that the above referenced property, owned by 1801 North
10th Street Associates, LP of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places on 7/31/2003.
The National Register recognizes the historical, architectural or cultural merits of
properties. Properties listed in the National Register receive consideration when state
or federal projects are being planned, and may qualify for federal historic preservation
tax credits or when available, grant assistance.
If you have any questions, please call me at (717) 783-8946.
Sincerely,

H. Cutler, Director
losure
J HC/hj

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
nnsylvania Historical and Museum Commissi.
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

June 12, 2003
Carol Shull, Chief of Registration
National Register of Historic Places
U.S. Department of Interior
National Park Service
National Register of Historic Places
1201 "I" (Eye) Street, NW, 8th floor
Washington D.C. 20005
Re: NR nomination forms
Dear Ms Shull:
The following National Register forms are being submitted for your review:
Jefferson Elementary School, Montgomery County
N. Snellenberg Company Department Store Warehouse, Philadelphia County
Class & Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia County
General Stores & Mold Loft Building, Bucks County
The proposed action is listing in the National Register. Please note that no CLG
comment was received from the Pottstown, Montgomery County CLG or the Bristol,
Bucks County CLG.If you have any questions regarding the nominations please call
Greg Ramsey at 717/783-9919.

cerely,

anG.Dc
Division of Preservation Services
Enclosures
DGD/cl

PHILADELPHIA HISTORICAL
COMMISSION
Room 576, City Hall
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
(215) 686-7660
Fax (215) 686-7674

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA

MICHAEL SKLAROFF, ESQ.
Chairman
RICHARD TYLER, Ph.D.
Historic Preservation Officer

16 April 2003
Jean H. Cutler, Director
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building 2 rid Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120-0093
-

RECEIVED
APR 2 4 2003
HISTORIC

Dear Ms. Cutler:
At its meeting of 11 April 2003, the Philadelphia Historical Commission considered the
nominations to the National Register of Historic Places of the Class and Nachod Brewery, 18011823 North 10th Street, and the N. Snellenberg Company Department Store Warehouse, 18251851 North 101h Street, Philadelphia. Prior to the meeting, each member of the Commission
received copies of the nominations.
Class and Nachod Brewery, 1801-1823 North 10th Street
I reviewed with the Commission several aspects of the statement of significance for the
Class and Nachod Brewery with emphasis on the history of brewing in Philadelphia which began
before the arrival of William Penn and the place of Class and Nachod and their successor, Poth,
in that history at 1801-1823 North 10th Street. The Commission also noted the role of Charles
Caspar in the design of breweries in Philadelphia in the early 20t1) century.
The Commission unanimously agreed that the Class and Nachod Brewery meets Criteria A
and C of the National Register and voted to recommend its listing on the National Register.
N. Snellenberg Company Department Store, 1825-1851 North 10th Street
In its consideration of the N. Snellenberg Company Department Store Warehouse, the
Commission acknowledged the local significance to the history of retail commerce of the
Snelleneberg Department Store and its Warehouse. It represents the extraordinary expansion of
201h century and
the range of merchandise offered by department store in the early years of the
the accompanying change in warehousing and distribution. Snellenberg's also possesses local
significance as one of six major department stores on Market Street east of Broad Street that
formed the subtly stratified retail focus of middle-class Philadelphia and its suburbs.
In addition, the Snellenberg Department Store Warehouse is important as the work of

Jean H. Cutler
16 April 2003
page two
William Steele and Sons Company. This firm played a major role in the innovative design and
construction of industrial and commercial buildings in the early decades of the 20 century. This
assumes particular importance to the economic, architectural and engineering history of
Philadelphia, then a primarily industrial city. In the Commission's judgment, the N. Snellenberg
Company Department Store Warehouse clearly meets Criteria A and C for entry on the National
Register.
Thank you for your consideration of this letter.
Yours truly,

Richard Tyler
Historic Preservation Officer

I
NATIONAL REGISTER REVIEW COVER SHEET

Board Meeting Date: June 10, 2003
Nomination Number: 6
Name/Location of Property: Class
N 10th Street, Philadelphia

Nachod Brewery, 1801-1823

Previous Determinations, Site Visits, Etc.:
BHP determined eligible date: 4/17/2002
Nomination Received Date(s) : 5/20/2002, 2/11/2003 and final
corrections
Nomination Return Date (s) : 12/18/2002
Other: FTIC project
Staff Comments:

Board Member's Preliminary Evaluation:
APPROVE: MEETS CRITERIA
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

LOCAL;

STATE;

REJECT: NOT SIGNIFICANT/LACKS INTEGRITY
REJECT: INADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION
OTHER
Notes/Explain Reason for Rejection or "Other":
Board Member's Name:

NATIONAL

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

0

May 2, 2003

Gregory Webster
1801 North 10th Street Associates, LP
1411 Walnut Street, 3rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Mr. Webster:
I would like to invite you to the June 10, 2003, meeting of the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board. At this meeting the
historic significance of the above named property will be reviewed and discussed by the Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places, the federal government's official list of historic properties worthy of preservation. Listing in the
National Register provides recognition and assists in preserving our Nation's heritage.
Listing of the above named property provides recognition of the property's historic importance and assures protective review
of federal projects that might adversely affect the historic character of the property. If the property is listed in the National
Register, certain federal investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other provisions may apply.
Listing in the National Register does not mean that limitations will be placed on the properties by the Federal government.
Public visitation rights are not required of owners nor will the Federal government attach restrictive covenants to the
properties or seek to acquire them.
Attached please find a notice that explains, in greater detail, the results of listing in the National Register and that describes
the rights and procedures by which an owner may comment on or object to listing in the National Register.
The Historic Preservation Board will meet at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 2003, in Room 515, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Third and North Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The meeting has two parts: a general business meeting for
the Board followed by the review and discussion of the nominations. If you plan to attend the meeting or have any
questions, please call Helena Johnson, Bureau for Historic Preservation, at (717) 783-2698. Individuals with disabilities who
need special assistance or accommodations should call in advance to discuss their needs.
Sincerely,

7uiro
closures
J HC/hj

FL4 1 A/i
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

FILE COPY
May 2, 2003

The Honorable John F. Street
City of Philadelphia
City Hill, Suite 215
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Mayor Street:
I would like to invite you to the June 10, 2003, meeting of the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board. At this meeting the
historic significance of the above named property will be reviewed and discussed by the Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places, the federal government's official list of historic properties worthy of preservation. Listing in the
National Register provides recognition and assists in preserving our Nation's heritage.
Listing of the above named property provides recognition of the property's historic importance and assures protective review
of federal projects that might adversely affect the historic character of the property. If the property is listed in the National
Register, certain federal investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other provisions may apply.
Listing in the National Register does not mean that limitations will be placed on the properties by the Federal government.
Public visitation rights are not required of owners nor will the Federal government attach restrictive covenants to the
properties or seek to acquire them.
Attached please find a notice that explains, in greater detail, the results of listing in the National Register and that describes
the rights and procedures by which an owner may comment on or object to listing in the National Register.
The Historic Preservation Board will meet at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 2003, in Room 515, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Third and North Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The meeting has two parts: a general business meeting for
the Board followed by the review and discussion of the nominations. If you plan to attend the meeting or have any
questions, please call Helena Johnson, Bureau for Historic Preservation, at (717) 783-2698. Individuals with disabilities who
need special assistance or accommodations should call in advance to discuss their needs.
Sincerely,

,-~ W&zd~
j4cCutler, Director
J H C/hi

FL41A/1

0

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

May 2, 2003

FILE COpy

The Honorable Christine M. Tartaglione
Senate of Pennsylvania
1061 Bridge Street
Philadelphia, PA 19124
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Senator Tartaglione:
I would like to invite you to the June 10, 2003, meeting of the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board. At this meeting the
historic significance of the above named property will be reviewed and discussed by the Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places, the federal government's official list of historic properties worthy of preservation. Listing in the
National Register provides recognition and assists in preserving our Nation's heritage.
Listing of the above named property provides recognition of the property's historic importance and assures protective review
of federal projects that might adversely affect the historic character of the property. If the property is listed in the National
Register, certain federal investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other provisions may apply.
Listing in the National Register does not mean that limitations will be placed on the properties by the Federal government.
Public visitation rights are not required of owners nor will the Federal government attach restrictive covenants to the
properties or seek to acquire them.
Attached please find a notice that explains, in greater detail, the results of listing in the National Register and that describes
the rights and procedures by which an owner may comment on or object to listing in the National Register.
The Historic Preservation Board will meet at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 2003, in Room 515, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Third and North Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The meeting has two parts: a general business meeting for
the Board followed by the review and discussion of the nominations. If you plan to attend the meeting or have any
questions, please call Helena Johnson, Bureau for Historic Preservation, at (717) 783-2698. Individuals with disabilities who
need special assistance or accommodations should call in advance to discuss their needs.
Sincerely,

t,H
- Cutler, Director
osures
,
J HC/hj
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us
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May 2, 2003

The Honorable W. Curtis Thomas
Pennsylvania House of Representatives
1348 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19123
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Representative Thomas:
I would like to invite you to the June 10, 2003, meeting of the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board. At this meeting the
historic significance of the above named property will be reviewed and discussed by the Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places, the federal government's official list of historic properties worthy of preservation. Listing in the
National Register provides recognition and assists in preserving our Nation's heritage.
Listing of the above named property provides recognition of the property's historic importance and assures protective review
of federal projects that might adversely affect the historic character of the property. If the property is listed in the National
Register, certain federal investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other provisions may apply.
Listing in the National Register does not mean that limitations will be placed on the properties by the Federal government.
Public visitation rights are not required of owners nor will the Federal government attach restrictive covenants to the
properties or seek to acquire them.
Attached please find a notice that explains, in greater detail, the results of listing in the National Register and that describes
the rights and procedures by which an owner may comment on or object to listing in the National Register.
The Historic Preservation Board will meet at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 2003, in Room 515, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Third and North Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The meeting has two parts: a general business meeting for
the Board followed by the review and discussion of the nominations. If you plan to attend the meeting or have any
questions, please call Helena Johnson, Bureau for Historic Preservation, at (717) 783-2698. Individuals with disabilities who
need special assistance or accommodations should call in advance to discuss their needs.
Sincerely,

/A! Cutler, Director
Eress
osu
J H C/hi
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phrnc.state.Pa.us

0
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May 2, 2003

Cynthia Rose Hamilton
Powers & Company, Inc.
211 North 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

Class and Nachod Brewery, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County

Dear Ms. Hamilton:
I would like to invite you to the June 10, 2003, meeting of the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board. At this meeting the
historic significance of the above named property will be reviewed and discussed by the Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places, the federal government's official list of historic properties worthy of preservation. Listing in the
National Register provides recognition and assists in preserving our Nation's heritage.
Listing of the above named property provides recognition of the property's historic importance and assures protective review
of federal projects that might adversely affect the historic character of the property. If the property is listed in the National
Register, certain federal investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other provisions may apply.
Listing in the National Register does not mean that limitations will be placed on the properties by the Federal government.
Public visitation rights are not required of owners nor will the Federal government attach restrictive covenants to the
properties or seek to acquire them.
Attached please find a notice that explains, in greater detail, the results of listing in the National Register and that describes
the rights and procedures by which an owner may comment on or object to listing in the National Register.
The Historic Preservation Board will meet at 9:45 a.m. on June 10, 2003, in Room 515, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Third and North Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The meeting has two parts: a general business meeting for
the Board followed by the review and discussion of the nominations. If you plan to attend the meeting or have any
questions, please call Helena Johnson, Bureau for Historic Preservation, at (717) 783-2698. Individuals with disabilities who
need special assistance or accommodations should call in advance to discuss their needs.
Sincerely,

tier, Director
\ Eiclosures
J HC/hj
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

NATIONAL REGISTER NOTIFICATION PROCESS IN PENNSYLVANIA
NOTIFICATION SHEET
May 14, 2002

Date:

Prepared by (name and address):
Cynthia Hamilton / Powers & Company, Inc.

2230 Mt. Vernon Street

See page 15 of Pennsylvania Guidelines for Preparing the National Register Form
for instructions. The following information is required in order for us to process
your registration form. Please complete both sides of this sheet. Return this
sheet with your completed registration form to the Bureau for Historic
Preservation, Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor, 400 North Street,
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093.
Name of Resource (from Section 1 of the registration form):

Class and Nachod Brewery
Location (from Section 2 of the registration form):
1801-1823 N. 10th Street
Street and number:
Municipality:

Philadelphia

County:

Philadelphia

List any properties, and address, within the nomination boundary owned by
federal agencies:
none

For historic districts with more than 50 owners, list the name and address of
the newspaper most commonly read in the area (daily newspaper preferred):
name of newspaper:
phone number:
address:

For an individual property or historic district with 50 owners or fewer: list the
name and address of each owner of individual resources or of each property
owner in the district. If the owner is a corporation, agency, or other
organization, include the name of a contact person. If additional space is
needed attach the information on plain 8 '/2 x 11" sheets.
Gregory Webster

1801 N. 10th St. Assoc. L.P.
do Philadelphia Management
1411 Walnut St., 3rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Name and addresses of chief elected local officials for the county and
municipality in which the resource is located (if the resource is located in more
than one municipality, include the names of elected officials for all
municipalities in which it is located):
Chair of County Commissioner and address:

Mayor or Township Supervisor Chair and address:
Mayor John Street

City Hall
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Name and addresses of the Pennsylvania State Senator and Representative
whose districts include the nominated resource:
State Senator name and address:
Christine M. TartacUione

Senate Box 203002
Harrisburg, PA 17120-3002
State Representative Name and address:
W. Curtis Thomas

326 South Office Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2020
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DATE:

March 24, 2003

TO:

Carol Lee
PH MC, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

FROM:

Cynthia Hamilton

PROJECTS: Class and Nachod Brewery, 1801-23 N.

10th Street, Philadelphia

TRANSMITTING:
1 original copy

National Register Nomination revisions (cover form, section 7,
section 8, section 10, site plan, building chronology drawing)

COMMENTS:
Enclosed please find our National Register Nomination revisions for the Class and
Nachod Brewery. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.

Via: UPS/2nd Day

211 N. 13tla Street, Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19107

_____

Tel: (213) 630-0192
636-0194

Fax: (213)

0

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
0
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

To:

Cindy Hamilton
Powers & Company, Inc.
211 North 13th Street, 5th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19107

The Bureau for Historic Preservation has received a National Register
Registration Forms for the following properties:
Class & Nachod Brewery
Philadelphia
Bureau staff will review your submission and respond within approximately 60
days concerning the adequacy of documentation and date you can expect review
by the Historic Preservation Board.

Received by:
Date: 2/12/03

Carol Lee
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TRANSMITTAL
DATE:

February 10, 2003

TO:

Carol Lee
PHMC, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2 nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

FROM:

Cindy Hamilton

CC:

Greg Webster I Philadelphia Management

RE:

Class and Nachod Brewery

TRANSMITTING:

1 original copy, NRN

COMMENTS:

Enclosed please find our revised National Register Nomination for the Class and Nachod
Brewery in Philadelphia. This submission includes the revised narratives, corrected
photograph labels, and an original USGS map. Should you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to call.

211 N. 13th Street, Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19107

_____

Tel: (213) 636-0192
036-0194

Fax: (213)

q

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
nsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

March 12, 2002
Richard Tyler
Historic Preservation Officer
Philadelphia Historical Commission
Room 576, City Hall
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

Class & Nachod Brewery, 1801-1823 North

10th

Street, Philadelphia County

Dear Dr Tyler:
The above named property will be considered by the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Board for
nomination to the National Register on June 10, 2003. A copy of the registration form is
enclosed.
According to federal regulations, the Certified Local Government's official recommendation on the
significance of the nominated properties will be presented to the Pennsylvania Historic
Preservation Board at their meeting on June 10, 2003. This recommendation will be presented in
writing, or if the Certified Local Government chooses, their staff may be present at the meeting to
offer comments in person. Before any recommendation is made to the Historic Preservation
Board, the Certified Local Government shall provide reasonable opportunity for public comment.
The Certified Local Government may respond with "no comment.' However, the Certified Local
Government must comment on at least 75% of all National Register nominations within its
jurisdiction.
If you wish to present written comments to the Historic Preservation Board, please be sure these
arrive prior to the meeting. If you would like your staff to attend the meeting and offer comments
in person, please call our office in order to make arrangements.
Thank you for reviewing the enclosed National Register form.
Sincerely,

(I

H. Cutler, Director

—c: Michel R. Lefevre
Enclosure
JHC/cl

Lee, Carol
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lee, Carol
Tuesday, March 11, 2003 7:58 AM
Cynthia Rose Hamilton (E-mail)
Class & Nachod

A few tweakings, I'm sending the notification to the CLG for June.
If you want to email the repairs I can print them out here.
In addition to Greg's comments, minor comments on text
Form Section 7 Materials: delete (ornament)
7/1 intro: change the statement: 'a vacant unrelated ....) to "the vacant, unrelated N. Snellenburg Company
Department Store Warehouse..."
To reinforce the idea that the resources is one building, move al statements of integrity for each section and
combine them as one statement of integrity at the end of the Section 7 narrative.
IN the Section 7narrative change the headers "Cooper Shop' etc to "Brewery Building Additions" or some
other use that does not lead the reader to think of them as distinct buildings.
8/1 intro: change "Beaux Arts style brewing complex" to "Beaux Arts style brewery" and remove the references
to auxiliary buildings.
8/1 para 3, 3rd and 4th sentences: rework as the Brewery and additions rather than auxiliary buildings; also,
is it 4 or 5 additions? Also footnote 3 change "auxiliary buildings" to "additions".
8/2 1st full para: change the language "intact complex of six interconnected buildings" to intact brewery...
8/3 last line of text, the word "neighborhoods" floats in the middle with no apparent purpose; delete.
8/5 line 2 change "interconnected small work structures" to "small work areas", and on the next line change
"structures" to "buildings" (keeping in mind the NR definition of buildings and structures).
8/5 last line, capitalize Prohibition
8/7 para 2 first sentence: "auxiliary buildings" again
8/11 last para: capitalize Criteria and instead refer to Criterion A and Criterion C.
Section 10: Greg finds the boundary description to be archaic. Do you have the deed or tax parcel reference?
Boundary Justification: we prefer this language "The boundaries of the nominated property are the historic
boundaries of the property at the time of construction in 1911. Nor historically associated land or resources
have been excluded."
Also, the possessive of Class is Class's. Dick Webster is sure to note it.

P I
Class and Nachod
Brewery, greg...

Carol Lee
PHMC, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Bldg, 2d Floor
400 North Strcct
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
717-783-9918
717-772-0920 fax

Class and Nachod Brewery
Greg's comments on second submission
March 10, 2003
I'm not sure whether this came across in our previous comments but BHP's
recommendation is that this be counted and classified as one contributing building. There
are numerous references to a "complex" and "auxiliary buildings" that will need to be readdressed (runs deeper than the Section 7 intro paragraph). At a minimum there would
have to be a statement up-front that these so-called "buildings" are being treated in this
nomination as additions and that the total resource count is one contributing resource. It
would be clearer apparently though if the references to "complex" or "buildings" could
be completely replaced.
Consider limiting the subheadings in Section 7 to Brewery Building and Brewery
Building Additions or eliminate these subheadings entirely. Also, the integrity of the
complex overall should be addressed at the end of Section 7 rather than addressing the
integrity of its components separately.
Site Plan

This has been revised but some additional changes are recommended:

-

Adding a legend with a box that equates the cross hatching to the brewery
building
Show/Label NR boundary
Consider adding "(N. Snellenburger Department Store Warehouse)" to label of
unrelated building
Apart from this and a few minor additional corrections written on draft, I think we can
proceed with CLG notification and put this on the agenda for the June meeting.
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50 or less owners
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December 18, 2002
Cynthia Rose Hamilton
Powers & Company, Inc.
The Belmont Building
211 North 13th Street, Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Re:

s

'

Nachod Brewery, 1801-1823 North 10th Street, Philadelphia
Elton:

After arefully reviewing the National Register form for the above named property, the
Bureau for Historic Preservation is returning the form to you for revisions. We have
detail ed the needed changes and/or needs for additional information on the enclosed
nomination checklist. Also enclosed with this letter are the following:
_x__. maps
photos
List of consultants who prepare National Register forms
Computer disk
National Register form and continuation sheets
Other:
All other submitted materials have been retained at the Bureau for Historic
Preservation.
We have found that returning the material with comments is the best way to assure
that standards required in the National Register process are maintained. If you have
any questions please contact Greg Ramsey at (717) 783-8946.

Dan
A
G.Deibler,
ef
Division of Preservation Services
Enclosure
DGD/cl
NR13

Review of First submission
Class & Nachod Brewery
1801-1823 North 10th Street, Philadelphia
In order to expedite planning for future reviews and submission to the State Historic
Preservation Board, a copy of the Board schedule and submission deadlines is
enclosed.
Headers on all forms pages, continuation sheets, and supporting documentation must
enter Philadelphia as a county, as in Philadelphia County, PA. Ditto labels for
photographs.
Section 1
Other Name: Enter N/A
Section 7 Narrative (only items marked with an "x" apply)
a. Introductory paragraph does not adequately summarize the setting, scale,
construction materials, construction date(s), architectural style(s) or integrity.
b. Important exterior features are not adequately described, such as:
c. Important interior features are not adequately described, such as:
d. Secondary buildings are not adequately described. More detail is needed on:
(x) e. More detail must be provided on alterations or additions to the building(s) and
how these affect integrity. You must describe and date changes and additions made to
the building. You must then assess how these changes or additions affect the
building's ability to reflect its significance.
Give dates of all alterations discussed in the narrative. It needs to be made
clear what alterations to the buildings derive from subsequent use by the storage
company and by Temple University.
f. The narrative must be reorganized as follows in order to provide sufficient clarity:
Reorganize narrative according to directions on pp 6-7 of the Pennsylvania Guidelines
for Completing the National Register Forrm
(x) g. Other substantive problems:
It seems that quite a large amount of the space in the buildings is not
accounted for—the many areas identified in the narrative as "not accessible" creates a
problem, both for the lack of description of their appearance and for verification of
integrity.
The stock statement that the building under discussion "retains considerable
original features" needs to be more substantial. The original features need to be
identified, missing original features need to be identified and the term "considerable"
needs to be defined.
The Section 8 statement of significance claims that the building is
significant as an early example of reinforced concrete construction. The Section 7

narrative needs to bring these aspects of the construction of he building more clearly
to the attention of the reader.
(x) h. Editorial comments: See notes on text.
Section 8 Form
Period of Significance: enter 1911-1941
Cultural Affiliation: enter N/A
Section 8 Narrative (only items marked with an 'x" apply)
The Section 8 narrative is awkwardly organized with repetitive information,
contradictions, chronological jumps, and vague and/or sweeping generalizations and
will surely evoke comment from the Board. There seems to be a good bit of not quite
relevant or not readily apparently relevant information that a more focused discussion
would remedy. Overall, the periodization of brewing history should more explicitly
stated at the beginning of the discussion. Since most readers will probably be
unfamiliar with the geography of Philadelphia, more explanatory (brief) references
should be made. (I can see readers easily thinking Northern Liberties is North Phila
and at one point the narrative says brewers concentrated near the Schuylkill but at
another point the narrative says the Delaware River.) The generalizations about the
Industrial Revolution, mass markets, and displacement of skilled labor need more
careful expression both in terms of their impact and their timing. As organized the
narrative gives contradictory impressions of the pace and timing of consolidation and
mechanization of brewing. All statements about the scale and impact of production
changes and about the importance of different people and breweries need precise
documentation.
(x) a. Introductory paragraph does not adequately summarize the
importance of the resource in terms of National Register criteria and areas of
significance.
End the period of significance in 1941 when brewery operations ceased.
(x) b. Narrative does not adequately outline the history of the
building(s) as follows:
Include information about the brewing operation in the building subsequent to
Class & Nachod.
c. Narrative does not adequately show that the property's significance is reflected by
existing resources:
d. The following National Register criteria and/or area(s) of significance which
appear applicable to this property have not been adequately explained:
(x) e. Narrative does not adequately place the building(s) in context or compare it with
known resources. Adequate context or comparisons must be provided as follows:
Comparisons need to be made for both areas of significance. For significance
in Industry, the discussion on 8/10 needs to be made more consistent and provide
detail not just about production, but about methods of production (were they all as
modern as Class & Nachod) and number of employees. For significance in

Architecture, the comparisons should be made for brewery buildings and for the
context of Caspar's work.

o f. The following National Register criteria and/or areas of significance should not be
claimed for this property:
(x) g. Narrative needs to be rewritten or reorganized as follows in order to provide
sufficient clarity:
Reorganize the narrative according to the directions on pp 10-11 of the
Pennsylvania Guidelines for Completing the National Register Form.
Follow the summary history with a more clearly organized short history of lager
brewing in Philadelphia. Periodization seems to be roughly:
1)to the Civil War (small-scale, skilled labor production, located near the
Delaware River, Brewery-town, Northern Liberties)
Civil War to about 1890-1900 (introduction of mechanization, consolidation
and increase size of breweries, emergence of mass market and refrigeration,
relocation to areas near the Schuylkill River or near the railroads, production of
Otto Wolf s book on brewery design),
ci 900-Prohibition (closing and reuse of breweries), and
post-Prohibition (extreme consolidation).
After the discussion of lager brewing discuss how Class & Nachod fit into the overall
picture and explain their significance as a brewery. Then evaluate the architectural
significance of the property.
(x) h. Other substantive problems:
8/1 bottom: move the information from the middle of the paragraph to Section
7.
8/2 Para 2: the statement that brewing was one of Philadelphia's earliest and
most important industries requires documentation, as does the statement here and
later in the narrative that the Class & Nachod Brewery was "widely regarded as
innovative in design"; the Board will surely question the basis of these statements.
Provide more consistent statistics about numbers of breweries, production, and
employees for each period.
8/2 bottom: the whole section "Early Brewing in Philadelphia" needs to be
reworked to make its purpose more clear. Is it intended to summarize the general
long-term pattern of brewing history in Philadelphia or is it a summary of the preCivil
War period? If the latter, it seems to contradict many subsequent statements about
brewery operations and technology.
Where is the Class & Nachod Brewery is located in relation to the
neighborhoods or sectors mentioned throughout the narrative: Breweiytown,
Northern Liberties, North Philadelphia, along the Schuylkill, along the Delaware?
8/5 bottom: the statement about the typical brewery components in 1910
needs a corresponding explanation of typical breweries prior to this period.
8/7 Para 2: Was Caspar noted at the time he was chosen to design the Class &
Nachod Brewery? The intro paragraph suggests that he became noted after the
design of this building and the later discussion about the architect Otto Wolf and his
brewery designs might be seen as undermining the significance of the Caspar's
brewery design. Did Caspar follow Wolfs designs or did he create his own?
8/12 Para 1: the statements here and elsewhere about Germanic influence of
the design of the brewery introduces a new theme related to significance. Unless the

intro paragraph and other discussion is to be altered to suggest that the brewery is an
important example of Germanic brewery design, then the Germanic influence is
simply an interesting design feature to be mentioned in passing. Do not use it as the
basis of comparison to other buildings.
8/9 footnote 40: this makes no sense.
8/12-13: The extended discussion of Otto Wolf is interesting, but its relevance
to the significance of the brewery or the significance of Caspar is unclear. The
discussion should focus on Caspar's significance as an architect. The brewery
building should be compared to Caspar's other brewery buildings.
(x) i. Editorial comments: Note comments on text.
Section 10
Boundary Justification: explain whether the proposed boundary includes all the land
and resources historically associated with Class & Nachod Brewery. If resources or
land have been excluded explain why; if additional land or resources are included,
explain why.
Floor plans/site plan: include sketch floor plans. Revise the site plan to label the
building more clearly; the current site plan makes it seem as if the white 1-shaped
area is the brewery. Even though they are connected, identify the different buildings
of the brewery. Key the floor plans and site plan to the photos.
Photos: one set of photos is being returned for corrected labeling. Labels should read
Philadelphia County, PA.
In addition, if several months elapse between this return and your resubmission of
the nomination, please update the list of property owners with any changes in
property owners or their addresses. Then return the list of property owners to our
office with your resubmission.

Target Dates for Submitting National Register Nominations
Submissions

-

Second

PA Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Bureau staff review National Register nominations for completeness and quality within
60 days of receipt.
In most cases, first submissions require corrections and are returned to preparers with
detailed and specific guidance.
BHP reviews resubmitted nominations with the goal of scheduling them for the next
available Board meeting, if possible. If needed, nominations not meeting BHP's
Priorities for National Register Processing may be deferred to a later meeting.
The following target dates apply only to second submissions. These dates should
provide the time needed for BHP staff review, notifying owners and elected officials,
and distributing copies to Board members.
Notification requirements for Certified Local Governments (CLG) and the City of
Philadelphia result in the need for additional time as reflected in the schedule.
Board Meeting

Non-CLG

CLG

Phila.

2002
March 12
June 11
September 10
December 10

Dec 1, 2001
March 1, 2002
June 1, 2002
Sept 1, 2002

Nov 1, 2001
Feb 1, 2002
May 1, 2002
August 1, 2002

Oct 1, 2001
Jan 1, 2002
April 1, 2002
July 1, 2002

2003 (anticipated)
March 11
June 10
September 9
December 9

Dec 1,2002
March 1, 2003
June 1, 2003
Sept 1,2003

Nov 1,2002
Feb 1, 2003
May 1, 2003
August 1, 2003

Oct 1, 2002
Jan 1, 2003
April 1, 2003
July 1, 2003
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Historic Preservation Certification Application
State Historic Preservation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet
Significance—Part 1

Project number:

Class and Nachod Brewery, 1801-23 N. 10th Street

Preliminary done

(Property)

Philadelphia, PA 19122
SHPO REVIEW SUMMARY
XFu l1y reviewed by SHPO

(Historic District)
Certified State or Local district

NR District

1/8/2003

XNo outstanding concerns
XOwner informed of SHPO recommendation

Date application received by State
Date(s) additional information requested by State I ' - 03,,
Date complete information received by State:
I - I -Q3
U —0
Date of transmittal to NPS:
no
Property visited by State staff9
yes,

In-depth NPS review, requested
Recommendation different from applicant's request

STATE RECOMMENDATION:

ScottDoyle

,who meets the Secretary of the Interior's Professional Qualification

Standards, has reviewed this application.
The property is included within the boundaries of a registered historic district, contributes to the significance of the district, and is
a "certified historic structure" for the purpose of rehabilitation.
The property is included within the boundaries of a registered historic district, contributes to the significance of the district, and is
a "certified historic structure" for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes in accordance with the Internal Revenue
Code.
The property does not contribute to the significance of the above-named district
Insufficient documentation has been provided to evaluate the structure.
This application is being forwarded without recommendation
Preliminary determinations:
( X The property appears to meet National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will be nominated individually.
The property does not appear to meet National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will not be nominated.
The property appears to contribute to the significance of a:
potential historic district that appears to meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely be
nominated.
registered historic district but is outside the period(s) or areas of significance as documented in the
National Register nomination or district documentation on file with the NPS and nomination will be amended.
The property is located in a proposed historic district and:
The property does not appear to contribute to the significance of the proposed historic district.
The proposed historic district does not appear to meet the NR criteria for Evaluation and will not be nominated.
I'

Date

Ste Official Signature

ISSUES
Extensive loss or deterioration of historic fabric

Moved property

Substantial alterations over time

State recommendation inconsistent with NR documentation

Significance less than 50 years old

Functionally related complex or multiple buildings within an
individual nomination
Other

Obscured or covered elevation(s)

Complete items below as appropriate:

the period(s) of significance of the district.
The property is mentioned in the NR or state or local district documentation, Section

,

Page___________

For preliminary determinations, the status of the nomination for the property/historic district:
Nomination has already been submitted to State Review Board, and will be forwarded to the NPS within
months. Draft nomination is enclosed.
Nomination was submitted to NPS on
X
Nomination process will likely be completed within thirty months.
Other, explain:

Rough Draft of nomination is enclosed with application.
______

NUBE1

The property is located in a registered district but its current condition is inconsistent with the determination of its contribution
to the district as stated in the nomination. Supplemental Listing Record requested.

Describe problematic issues or other concerns.

Located at the northeast corner of N. lOthStreet and Montgomery Avenue (1801-1823 N.
Street) in Philadelphia, PA and constructed in 1911 and 1912, the Class and Nachod Brewery is a Ushaped brick building surrounding a brick-paved courtyard consisting of six interconnected sections
serving distinct functions in the brewing process including the main brewery, cooper shop, bottling
department, engine room, boiler house and the stables and garage. The brewery was designed by
Charles H. Caspar who, after the success of this commission, went on to design several brewery
buildings for Philadelphia brewers.
The main brewery section, situated at the northeast corner of N. 10th Street and Montgomery
Avenue, is a five-story, 3-bay by 12-bay building of red brick with white cast concrete window trim
and belt courses. The southwest corner is rounded and contains the primary entrance which is
heavily ornamented with a terra cotta frontispiece. The sill line on the first story is defined by a
rock-faced, ashlar cast concrete water table. The openings, all are infilled with brick or plywood, are
a mixture of round, segmental or flat arches with pronounced voussoirs and keystones. The
See CunLlnuadull Sheet

See attachments:

photographs

_______

_______

maps

other:

NPS COMMENTS:

Date

National Park Service Reviewer

Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Certification Application
State Historic Preservation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet
Significance--Part 1

Class and Nachod Brewery
1801-23 N. 10th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
fenestration pattern is defined by a 3-story blind arcade with similar cast concrete trim
from the second to the fourth story. The fifth story is defined by a stringcourse and
contains flat-arch openings with projecting keystones. The flat roof is concealed by a
corbelled cornice with a stepped parapet resembling battlements. A unique feature is a
copper-clad onel window at the eastern corner and the terra-cotta "Class and Nachod"
sign plaque above the one!. The courtyard elevation is simple in design with
symmetrically placed segmental openings with 2/2 wooden sash, an elevator bay towards
the eastern end and the final two bays are similar in design to the primary elevations,
including round arch openings on the upper two stories and a stepped parapet. The
interior of the brewery section is divided into east and west sections and are defined by
the open floor plan created by the exposed reinforced concrete structural system. The
walls in the east section are painted white while the walls in the west section are parged.
The most prominent interior features are the freight elevator, metal spiral staircase in the
west section and the interior of oriel window in the east section.
The next section, to the north at the rear of the courtyard, is a two-story, 7-bay
with an irregular fenestration pattern, though all openings have flat arches with projecting
keystones and 1/1 aluminum sash with snap-in grids, stringcourse and a corbelled
cornice. The section houses several functions, including the cooper shop, engine room
and boiler house. The rear of this section abuts the railroad line. The interior is divided
into the three functions and is open in character with exposed or painted brick walls.
The three-story red brick stable and garage section is located to the west of the
boiler room. There are four garage openings on the first story, two of which are infilled
with brick. The upper stories have paired segmental arched openings with 1/1 aluminum
sash with snap-in grids and a corbelled cornice. Terra cotta sign plaques indicating
"Garage" and "Stable" sit above the second story. The interior is open with unfinished
brick walls and exposed reinforced concrete structural system.
The two-story bottling section sits to the west of the stable and garage and is
oriented along N. I 01 Street with three rounded arch loading bays. A cast concrete
stringcourse defines the sill height for 3 sets of flat arch windows with paired 1/1
aluminum sash. Again, there is a corbelled cornice. Another terra cotta plaques indicates
"Bottling House." The courtyard elevation is arranged with 3 bays of segmental arch
windows with 1/1 aluminum sash with snap-in grids, a garage door and a hoisting door
above that opening. The interior is not accessible.
The building is individually eligible under Criteria A for industry and Criteria C
for architecture. The nomination will be submitted to the Preservation Review Board for
individual listing on the National Register within thirty months
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
PART 1
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NIPS Office Use Only
Project No:

NRIS No.

Instructions: Read the instructions carefully before completing application. No certification will be made unless a completed application form has been received.
Type or print clearly in black ink. If additional space is needed, use Continuation sheets or attach blank sheets.

Class and Machod Brewery

1. Name of property:

trI

nf

City

1801-23 N. 10th Street

Phi ladelphia

County

Phila.

____________________

State

PA

Zip

19122

Name of historic district:

U

National Register district

U

U

certified slate or local district

potential historic district

2. Check nature of request:

U
U
U
U
U

certification that the building contributes to the significance of the above-named historic district (or National Register property) for the purpose of rehabilitation.
certification that the structure or building and, where appropriate, the land area on which such a structure or building is located contributes to the
significance of the above-named historic district for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes.
certification that the building does not contribute to the significance of the above-named district.
preliminary determination for individual listing in the National Register.
preliminary determination that a building located within a potential historic district contributes to the significance of the district.
preliminary determination that a building outside the period or area of significance contributes to the significance of the district.

Project contact:
Name
Street
Slate

Robert Powers / Powers & Company, Inc.
2230 Mt. Vernon St.
19130
PA
Zip

City

Philadelphia
Daytime Telephone Number

215-236-9006

4, Owner:
I hereby attest that the information I have provided is, to the best of my knowledge,
falsification of factual representations in this application is subject to criminal sanclii
to 18 U.S.C. 1001.
Name

Gregory Webster

Social Security or Taxpayer Identification Number

State

Date

-

1/6/03
_____________________

1801 N. 10th St. Associates, L.P.

Organization

Street

Signature

'and thaff e property described above. I understand that
es or imprisonment for up to five years pursuant
to $10,

26-0005653

1411 W&lnut Street, 3rd FLoor
PA

Zip

19102

City

Philadelphia
Daytime Telephone Number

215-241-0200

NIPS ottide Use Only
The National Park Service has reviewed the "Historic Preservation Certification Application - Part 1" for the above-named property and hereby determines that
the property:

U
U

contributes to the significance of the above-named district (or National Register property) and is a "certified historic structure" for the purpose of rehabilitation
contributes to the significance of the above-named district and is a "certified historic structure" for a charitable contribution for conservation purposes in accordance with the Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1950.
does not contribute to the significance of the above-named district.

U

Preliminary Determinations:

U

appears to meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely be listed in the National Register of Historic Places if nominated by the State
Historic Preservation Officer according to the procedures set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
does not appear to meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and will likely not be listed in the National Register.
appears to contribute to the significance of a potential historic district, which will likely be listed in the National Register of Historic Places if nominated by the
State Historic Preservation Officer.
appears to contribute to the significance of a registered historic district but is outside the period or area of significance as documented in the National
Register nomination or district documentation on tile with the NPS.
does not appear to qualify as a certified historic structure.

U
U
U
U
Date

0

See Attachments

National Park Service Authorized Signature

National Park Service Office/Telephone No:

0
CERTIFICATION APPLICATION PART I
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and Nachod Brewery
Property Name
10th
1801-1823 N.
Street, Philadelphia, PA
Property Address

NPS Office Use Only
Project Number:

Description of Physical Appearance:
The Class and Nachod Brewery is situated at the northeast corner of N. 10th and Montgomery Streets in North
Philadelphia. A rail line borders the property to the east, and an historically unrelated warehouse building, currently
being rehabilitated, stands to the north. Six interconnected buildings comprise the Brewery and historically served
as: the Brewery Building, Cooper Shop, Engine Room, Boiler House, Stable and Garage, and Bottling Department.
Erected in 1911, the main Brewery Building is a 5-story Beaux Arts style building. The remaining two and three
story auxiliary buildings, completed the following year, continue the primary materials established on the main
brewery building, but are much more restrained in ornamentation. The interconnected buildings are arranged in a
U-shaped plan positioned around a brick paved courtyard that is accessed from N. 1 01h Street.

Date of Construction: 1911, 1912
Source of Date: National Register Nomination
Date(s) of Alteration(s): various interior
Has Building Been Moved? [ ] yes [X] no. If so, when?

Statement of Significance:
The Class and Nachod Brewery, constructed in 1911, stands as a unique and intact example of an early 20th century
Beaux Arts style brewing complex designed by an important brewery architect. Philadelphia architect Chares H.
Caspar designed this impressive collection of brewing buildings early in his career. Capitalizing on the success of
this early commission, Caspar went on to design brewery buildings for a number of Philadelphia breweries into the
1920s. The Class and Nachod Brewery gains its significance in the areas of industry for its association with an
important brewing company, and architecture as a locally significant example of early 20th century industrial
architecture and an early commission of Charles H. Caspar.

Photographs and Maps.
Attach Photographs and Maps to Application.
Continuation Sheets Attached: [X] yes [ ] no

S
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'Class and Nachod Brewery
Property Name

10th Street, Philadelphia, PA
1801-1823 N.
Property Address

NPS Office Use Only

Project Number:

DESCRIPTION CONTINUED...
BREWERY BUILDING
The main Brewery Building is located on the southern half of the site, along Montgomery Street. The five-story
Beaux Arts style red brick building is organized into three bays on the west façade and twelve bays on the south
façade. The southwest corner of the building is rounded and contains the main public entrance, which is currently
boarded-up. That entrance is heavily ornamented with a terra cotta arched surround with molded keystone, flanked
by fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals. A curved entablature with scroll and floral cresting tops the entrance and
contains the words, "Atlantic Terminal & Warehouse," a remnant from a mid-20th century occupant.
A rough-faced reinforced concrete watertable adorns the west and south elevations. A combination of rough-faced
reinforced concrete voussoirs and lintels top the window openings. The sills, also of reinforced concrete, are
smooth faced. The second story sills continue across both primary elevations as a belt course. A second belt
course is located above the fourth story windows. Both squared and arched window openings provide fenestration
on the two street facades. Currently, all window openings on these facades are boarded-up on the exterior or
bricked-in. The surviving windows are a combination of 6/6 wood double-hung sash and paired 4/4 wood doublehung units with arched 4-light transoms above each sash. A two-story copper clad oriel projects from the east end
of the south façade at the second story. Crowning the two street facades is a corbelled cornice. The treatment of
the cornice at the eastern end of the south façade differs from the remainder of the elevation. The eastern section
contains stepped parapet sections in an apparent exaggerated attempt at crenellation. A datestone with 1911 is set
within the center parapet and a larger "Class and Nachod" signboard is located beneath the 5th story windows.
The east elevation is organized in three bays and mirrors the form and details of the east end of the south elevation
in terms of fenestration and cornice details. The corners of this elevation are marked by concrete spheres that top
the end parapets. Remnants of an iron-framed train shed are evident at the second story height. Historically, there
was no fenestration at the first story of the east elevation, as the rail line existed from the time of construction.
The north elevation, facing the courtyard, is secondary in design and details. The eastern end, comprised of two
4th
5th
and three bays, is nearly identical to the east elevation, with window openings only at the
and
stories. The
remainder of the north elevation is organized into six bays. The four bays to the west of the hoisting doors contain
2/2 wood double-hung sash set in segmental arched openings. There is currently only one window beneath the third
story. A hoisting bay is located just west of the east end and contains large metal loading doors. Portions of the
brick on this elevation have been painted, and portions have been removed and rebuilt in concrete block. A metal
shed serves as a canopy at the first story at the location of a concrete loading platform. Abutting this shed, to the
west, is a one-story, one-bay gable roofed extension. An entrance is located on the north elevation and contains a
modern metal single-leaf door.
The interior of the Brewery Building is organized into two sections (consistent with the design differences on the
exterior), with a small three-bay east section, and a larger west section. A brick wall with sliding iron door, divides
the sections on each floor. A small entrance area on the first floor, accessed through the courtyard entrance,
contains a blue-glazed brick floor. Both the east and west sections contain reinforced concrete floors and ceilings,
with exposed reinforced concrete beams and squared reinforced concrete columns on each floor. The walls in the
east section are painted brick. In the west section, the walls are brick covered with insulation and parging. Two sets
of parallel tracks are embedded within the reinforced concrete floor and run east-west through the west section,
likely originally used for push carts. A small room, enclosed by 2' thick reinforced concrete walls, is located along
the north wall of the west section. This originally served as the malt mill according to Sanborn maps.
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'Class and Nachod Brewery
Property Name
10th Street, Philadelphia, PA
1801-1823 N.
Project Number:
Property Address
-

NPS Office Use Only

An open metal stair with metal pipe rail provides access from floor to floor in the east section. A single freight
elevator with utilitarian style door is located adjacent to the stair. In the west section, a freestanding metal spiral
stair provides access from floor to floor.
The building's most architecturally significant interior feature is located in the east section at the location of the oriel.
The oriel is two stories in height, but located exclusively on the second floor of the east section of the brewery
building. A former mezzanine must have been located along the south wall to provide access to the upper story of
the oriel. Access to the oriel on each level is provided by a centered half-glazed, paneled wood door, flanked by 1/1
interior double-hung wood sash above beaded board bases. Access to the oriel is currently blocked, however,
interior window trim can be seen on the exterior walls within the oriel. The remainder of the windows in the building
contain only simple window sills. An office area is located at the western end of the first floor and is currently
blocked off and not accessible.
COOPER SHOP/ENGINE ROOM/BOILER HOUSE
The red brick Cooper Shop, Engine Room, and Boiler House directly abut the main brewery building to the north and
are accessed from within the open courtyard area. These buildings are two stories in height and were erected in
1912, a year after the main brewery building. Partition walls separate the three buildings in the interior, however,
door openings provide access from section to section and to the adjacent main brewery building and garage/stable.
The main, west elevation, is organized into seven bays with no clear demarcation between the Cooper Shop and
Engine House. The Boiler House is located in the northeast corner, to the north of the Engine House and east of
the Stable/Garage.
Access is gained along the west elevation through a modern metal roll-down garage door and through a pedestrian
entrance with modern single-leaf flush metal door. Fenestration is provided by a combination of modern aluminum
units in two configurations: 1/1 with snap-in grids and paired 1/1 with snap-in grids and transoms. Rough-faced
reinforced concrete lintels with keystones top the squared openings. A smooth reinforced concrete belt course is
located at the second story. A corbelled cornice and flat roof top the building. The railroad tracks directly abut the
building to the east. The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick.
In the interior, the Cooper Shop occupies the two western bays, and has been recently used as offices. The first
floor contains painted brick walls, vinyl floor, modern partitioning, and painted concrete ceiling with steel beams.
The second floor is not accessible.
The first floor of the Engine Room is very utilitarian in finish with a reinforced concrete floor, parged brick walls, steel
columns, and exposed steel ceiling beams. The second floor is not accessible.
The one-story Boiler House is industrial in character with a brick floor, parged stone and exposed brick walls, and an
exposed reinforced concrete ceiling. The boilers have been removed. A tall terra cotta smokestack rises from the
roof line.
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STABLE AND GARAGE BUILDING
The three-story red brick Stable and Garage Building is located to the west of the Boiler House and is accessed
from within the open courtyard and from the adjacent boiler house and bottling house. Terra cotta plaques above
the second story bear the words, "garage" and "stable," indicating the original usage. The main, south elevation, is
organized into four bays. On the first story, there are four original large garage door openings, two of which have
been infilled with brick, and the other two containing modern roll-down doors. Smooth faced reinforced concrete
lintels top the squared openings. The second story continues the four bay arrangement with paired 1/1 aluminum
sash with snap in grids in single bay and paired arrangements. The third story contains one former hoisting door
(now boarded over) and paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids. The second and third story windows contain
smooth faced reinforced concrete lintels and segmental arched heads. A corbelled cornice and flat roof top the
building. The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick.
The first floor contains a concrete floor struck in a grid pattern with brick walls (areas of which have been painted), a
reinforced concrete ceiling with exposed steel beams, and steel columns. The upper floors are not accessible.

BOTTLING HOUSE
The two-story Bottling House is organized into three loading bays on N. 1 01h Street and four bays on the south
elevation, within the open courtyard. A brick sidewalk is located in front of the loading doors. The loading doors are
double-leaf wood vertical board doors with two-light transoms above. Rough-faced reinforced concrete voussoirs
frame the openings. Above the loading bays are paired 1/1 aluminum sash with snap in grids. Rough faced
reinforced concrete lintels with keystones top those openings. A smooth reinforced concrete beltcourse spans the
west elevation below the second story windows. A terra cotta plaque with the words "Bottling House" is centered on
the west elevation. The second story bays are separated by brick pilasters that continue to the corbelled cornice.
The south elevation contains one roll-down metal garage door in the easternmost bay with a hoisting door above
that has been converted to a window with paired 1/1 aluminum sash (with grid) and transom above. The three bays
of windows to the west contain ill aluminum sash with grids set in segmental arched openings with smooth
reinforced concrete sills. The corbelled cornice continues across this elevation.
The north elevation is unfenestrated red brick. The interior of the building is not accessible.

-
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SIGNIFICANCE CONTINUED...
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY
The Class and Nachod Brewing Company was established in 1863 as "Charles Class' Lager Beer Brewery" in a
facility located on the 1700 block of Marvine Street, (between 11th and 12th above Columbia, just a few blocks from
the current building, now demolished).' From 1868 to 1890, Charles Class Jr. operated the brewery and from 1890
to 1896 it was run by Charles Class and Julius Nachod.2 In 1896 the brewery was renamed the Class & Nachod
Brewing Company, a name which continued into the 1930s.3
Having outgrown their facility on Marvine Street, Class & Nachod commissioned Philadelphia architect Charles H.
Caspar to design a new facility at 1 oth and Montgomery Streets. In 1911, the main brewery building was erected in
two stages .4 The following year, the bottling department, stable and garage, boiler house, engine room, and cooper
shop were added to the brewery building. While minor alterations have occurred over the years, there have been no
significant changes to the building and thus the building dates to the original period of construction. In 1917, a onestory brick addition was added to the south side of the Bottling House. That addition was removed in 1986 . A onestory iron shed was added to the east side of the building in 1925 to shelter the railroad cars.6 That shed still stands
in a ruinous condition.
Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued operations at 10th and Montgomery until 1936, a temporary closure
during Prohibition notwithstanding. Not long after the brewery's closure, the building was acquired by the Atlantic
Terminal & Warehouse Company for use as a storage facility for general merchandise.7 Temple University acquired
the building in the early 1980s for the storage of school equipment and supplies. Temple continued to use the
facility for storage until the spring of 2002 when they vacated the building in anticipation of a future rehabilitation.
INDUSTRIAL SIGNIFICANCE
The Class and Nachod Brewery was widely regarded as innovative in design at the time it opened in 1911, and
stands today as one of only a few surviving early 20th century breweries in Philadelphia.
20th
By the first decade of the
century, a number of innovations in brewery design had occurred which was rendering
19th
the
century breweries obsolete. Recognizing this fact, Class & Nachod sought to erect a "modern" brewery with
all available technologies. They turned to noted brewery architect, Charles Caspar, for the design of such a facility.
Completed in 1911, the five-story brewery at 10th and Montgomery was regarded as progressive in architectural and
industrial design by all period accounts.

1

Hexamer Survey of Charles Class' Lager Beer Brewery, 1860.
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14,
1994.
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14,
1994.
4City of Philadelphia Building Permits provide evidence of the original 1911 building being constructed in two phases, and the addition of the
auxiliary buildings the following year.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #116855, December 12, 1986. Attached drawing shows
demolition of the 1-story section of the bottling house.
6
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #4129, April 18, 1925.
City of Philadelphia, Department of Licenses and Inspections, Building Permit, #3615, September 9, 1942.
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As with most contemporary breweries, the Class and Nachod Brewery accommodated every step in the brewing
process under one roof. Four major steps comprise the brewing process8: 1) malting the milling or grinding of the
barley and other grains. 2) mashing water is added to the grains and the product is heated to produce a sweet
golden syrup known as wort. Hops are added and the product is transferred to a brew kettle where it is boiled to
convert the starch in the grain into sugar. 3) fermentation the yeast is added and over time (typically 1-2 weeks)
the sugar is turned into alcohol. 4) Storing or Lagering after fermentation has occurred, the beer is transferred to
storage for aging. Ales are typically aged for a few weeks, whereas lagers are aged for a number of months.
-

-

-

-

Early maps provide evidence of the uses of the various floors of the main brewery and the auxiliary buildings. The
main brewery was divided into two sections, following the apparent division on the exterior. The eastern section held
the actual brewing operations with the brew kettles on the second floor. From the two-story oriel, located in the main
brewing room, the operator could conduct the railroad cars from the main trunk to the spur for weighing before and
after unloading coal and malt, and loading beer. The scales were located right in the Oriel for the convenience of
the operator.9
Each floor of the western section served distinct functions as follows: 1st floor racking room and wash house;
4th
5th
floor storage; 3rd floor fermenting;
and
floors storage. A small room on the first floor of the western
section held offices.
-

-

-

-

Historic maps also indicate the uses of the auxiliary buildings. The Cooper Shop contained coopering on the 1st
floor with storage above. The Engine Room contained the engine room on the first floor with grain dryers and the
ice machine on the second floor. The boiler house held two large boilers. The Stable/Garage building was used as
1st
a garage on the
floor and a stable on the 2' floor. The Bottling House was used only for bottling purposes on all
three floors.
Just nine years after its opening, Prohibition was enacted, which had devastating effects on the industry and
ultimately on Class and Nachod. For a time during Prohibition, Class and Nachod produced a near beer, until
evidence surfaced of bootleg beer production and the brewery was padlocked by the Federal Government in April
1922.10 Beginning the following year, and continuing for the remainder of Prohibition, the brewery remained idle.1 '
At the close of Prohibition in 1933, the Class and Nachod brewery stood as one of only eight breweries in
Philadelphia available for the manufacturing of beer. 12 The Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued in
operation at that location following repeal, though their connection with d'Agostino has not been established. In
August 1934, Class and Nachod filed a petition to reorganize, though the company continued to assert its
solvency.13 Records indicate that the Class and Nachod Brewing Company continued in existence until 1936.14 At

Hermann Schluter, The Brewing Industry and the Brewery Workers'Movementin America, (New York: Burt Franklin, 1909 (reprinted 1970),
p. 62.
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern coast Breweriana Association, July 14,
1994.
10
During Prohibition, the brewery operated as the Standard Brewing Co. and the Atlantic Brewing Co. "Two More Breweries Closed," Evening
Bulletin, March 1, 1922.
11 The Beverage Blue Book 1923: The Standard Directory Buyers' Guide and Reference Volume for the Beverage Industry, (Chicago: H.S.
Rich & Co., 1923), 189.
12
"Invests $1,500,000 in Brewery Here," Evening Bulletin, November 19, 1932.
13
"Weisbrod & Hess in Receivership," Evening Bulletin, August 15, 1934 and "Brewers Ask to Reorganize," Evening Bulletin, August 14,
1934.
14
Two reliable sources list 1936 as the final year for Class and Nachod's operation, Donald Bull, Manfred Friedrich, Robert Gottschalk,
American Breweries, (Trumbull, CT: Bullworks, 1984 and Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, "Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII,"
sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14, 1994.
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that time, a competitor, the Poth Brewin Company, acquired the Class and Nachod operation in 1936 and
10h and Montgomery location until 1941 15
continued to manufacture beer at the

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The Class and Nachod Brewery gains added significance in architecture in several respects: as an intact example of
20th century brewery, as an early example of reinforced concrete construction, as a noteworthy example of the
a
Beaux Arts style applied to industrial architecture, and as the work of an important brewery architect, Charles H.
Caspar.
Little is known of the early life or formal training of architect Charles Caspar. Caspar's name first appears in
Philadelphia City directories in 1909 where he is listed as a mechanical engineer. After 1912, Caspar is listed as an
architect. 16 Caspar's known architectural commissions are primarily industrial buildings, with an apparent
concentration in brewery design. Caspar's design for Class and Nachod is the earliest known independent work by
this architect. A review of Caspar's later clients and comparison of the design for Class and Nachod and other
contemporary brewery buildings suggests that Caspar was influenced by, and perhaps at one time employed by,
renowned brewery architect Otto Wolf.17
Caspar's design for the Class and Nachod Brewery demonstrates the somewhat rare application of the Beaux Arts
style on an industrial complex. More than any other style, the Beaux Arts style expressed the taste of America's
20th
century.18 The style was used to a greater degree on the residential commissions
industrialists at the turn of the
for the industrialists and less often on the industrial buildings themselves. The pronounced entrance on the main
Class and Nachod brewery building, flanked by fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals and further adorned with
applied floral ornamentation is unmistakably Beaux Arts in its intent. Other identifying features of the Beaux Arts
style that are evident on the brewery façades include: the overall symmetrical organization of the facades, rusticated
watertable, accentuated cornice line, and flat roof. The auxiliary buildings continue the major details such as the
corbelled cornice and rough textured voussoirs and lintels but are clearly secondary buildings in function and detail.
While the overall design and many of the major details evoke the Beaux Arts style, a nod toward the German origins
of Charles Class and Julius Nachod, and the brewing industry, is evident. The treatment of the east end of the main
brewery building contains a clear Germanic reference, with the broken parapet sections resembling the crenellation
found on of German castles (although somewhat exaggerated in execution).
Charles Caspar's use of reinforced concrete for the 1911 brewery building positions the Class and Nachod Brewery
among the earliest extant examples of reinforced concrete construction in Philadelphia. Both William Steele & Sons
and Ballinger & Perrot had pioneered the science of constructing reinforced concrete buildings in Philadelphia during
the first decade of the twentieth century, both publishing on the subject in 1908 and 1909.19 The reinforced concrete
construction system utilized iron bars set into the concrete that allowed for increased weight stresses. The resulting
buildings were taller, and contained larger floor areas with a minimum of structural columns that provided more
15
Rich Wagner and Rich Dochter, 'Guidebook Philadelphia Brewery Tour VII," sponsored by Eastern Coast Breweriana Association, July 14,
1994.
16
Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston: G.K. Hall and Company,
1985), 134.
17
Following the close of Wolf's practice, Caspar was retained by the Poth and Bergdoll breweries for commissions.
18
Virginia and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 380.
19
William Steele & Sons earliest reinforced concrete buildings were published in: William Steele & Sons, Inc., "Some Examples of Modern
Industrial Buildings of Reinforced Concrete" (Philadelphia, 1908). Ballinger & Perrot published one of the earliest books on reinforced
concrete construction in 1909, Sandra L. Tatman and Roger W. Moss, Biographical Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects: 1700-1930 (Boston:
G.K. Hall and Company, 1985), 31.
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useable floor area. A multitude of materials and architectural styles could be applied on the exterior. The Class and
Nachod Brewery is unique as it stands not only an early example of a reinforced concrete structure, but incorporates
the revolutionary material into many of its decorative elements. The watertables, lintels, sills, beltcourses and
voussoirs are all reinforced concrete set around twisted iron rebars.
As a whole, the existing Class and Nachod Brewery remains virtually unaltered since the original period of
construction and stands as an intact and representative example of an early 20th century brewing complex.
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Class & Nachod Brewery
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Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor
400 North Street
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Cynthia Hamilton

Cc:

Greg Webster I Philadelphia Management
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PROJECTS: Class and Nachod Brewery, 1801-23 N. 10th Street, Philadelphia
and
N. Snellenburg Company Department Store Warehouse, 1825-51 N.
Street, Philadelphia

TRANSMITTING:
1 original copy (per project)

National Register Nomination (Includes: Notification
Sheet, Nomination Form with Narrative, Site Plan,
Original USGS).

COMMENTS:
Enclosed please find our National Register Nominations (1s1 submission) for the Class
and Nachod Brewery and N. Snellenburg Warehouse. As you probably remember, we
submitted the black-and-white photographs with the Historic Resource Survey Forms.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.
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April 17, 2002
Cynthia Rose Hamilton
Powers & Company, Inc.
2230 Mt Vernon Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Re:

Class & Nachod Brewery, 1801-1823 N 20th Street, Philadelphia

Dear Ms Hamilton:
Your completed Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey Form for the above named property has
been reviewed by the Bureau for Historic Preservation. Based on the material submitted, it is our
opinion that the property is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. A
Specific Evaluation is enclosed.
The next step in the nomination process is the submission of a completed National Register Form
to the Bureau for Historic Preservation. The enclosed Specific Evaluation provides basic guidance
which should be followed in preparing your nomination. The research, writing and typing of the
form are responsibilities of the applicant. It is essential that the information is accurate and
includes all required material discussed in the enclosed instructions. Because of the complexity
of research and writing, you may wish to hire a professional consultant. (A list of consultants is
available from the Bureau for Historic Preservation on request.)
Once an acceptable National Register form has been submitted to the Bureau, we will schedule
the property for review by the Historic Preservation Board, a committee of professionals and
citizens-at-large from across the Commonwealth. If approved, the National Register form will be
sent to the National Park Service for approval and listing in the National Register.
Please note that the Bureaus Priorities for National Register Processing may affect the order in
which we review National Register forms and schedule them for review by the Historic
Preservation Board. If you have any questions on the nomination procedure or the completion of
the National Register form, please write or call the Bureau at (717) 783-8946.
Since ely,

e H. Cutler

Enclosure
cc: Bonnie Mark, CLG
JHC/cl
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Specific Evaluation
Name:
Location:

Class & Nachod Brewery
1801-1823 N 10th Street, Philadelphia

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A. Events
Area(s) of Significance: Industry
Comment: Locally significant for association with the theme of Industry
in Philadelphia.
B. Individual
Area(s) of Significance:
Comment:
_c_ C. Design/ Construction
Area(s) of Significance:
Comment: Locally significant as an example of a brewery complex in
Philadelphia, designed in the Beaux Arts style by architect Charles Caspar.
D. Information Potential
Area(s) of Significance:
Comment:
Criteria Considerations: N/A
Apparent Period of Significance:
1911-1952 (begin the period of significance
with the date of construction and end it with the date the buildings ceased to
associated with the brewery, or 1952, whichever is earlier).
Other BHP Comment:
Detailed instructions for completing National Register forms are contained in the
National Park Service Bulletin How to Complete the National Register Form and
the Bureau's Supplemental Guidelines for Completing the National Register Form.
Outlines for organizing the Narrative Description (Section 7) and Statement of
Significance (Section 8) are provided on pages 6-8 and 10-1 1 of the Supplemental
Guidelines. Please follow these outlines! Be sure to focus Section 7 of the
National Register form on describing historic and current physica l appea rance of
the property and to focus Section 8 on explaining the property's significance in
relation to National Register criteria.
For Criterion A significance in Industry prepare a context that explains the
development of the brewery industry in Philadelphia and place the Class &
Nachod Brewery in that context. Identify other breweries and compare them to
this brewery in terms of their operations and markets.
For Criterion C significance in Architecture, prepare a context that
explains the artchitectural patterns or themes associated with brewery buildings
in Philadelphia, and secondarily, with the Beaux Arts style in industrial

fl

S

buildings in Philadelphia. Identify other breweries and compare them to the
Class & Nachod brewery in terms of their architectural characteristics and
identify other Beaux Arts industrial buildings for similar comparison.
In the Section 8 statement of significance, begin with an introductory paragraph
which briefly summarizes the property's Criterion A and C significance. In the
introductory paragraph state that the period of significance is (see comments
above). Follow the intro paragraph with the history of the property and its use
since its construction.
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